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**Acronyms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAP</td>
<td>Accountability to Affected Persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAB</td>
<td>Association of Development Agencies in Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADFM</td>
<td>Asia Dialogue on Forced Migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADSP</td>
<td>Asia Displacement and Solutions Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA Centre</td>
<td>ASEAN Coordinating Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on disaster management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>Areas of Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARSA</td>
<td>Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDPC</td>
<td>Bangladesh Disaster Preparedness Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNF</td>
<td>Cox’s Bazar CSO-NGO Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERF</td>
<td>Central Emergency Response Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIC</td>
<td>Camp in Charge (Also: ACIC - Assistant Camp in Charge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI</td>
<td>Capacity Sharing Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil Society Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CwC</td>
<td>Communication with Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Deputy Commissioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>Disaster Emergency Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Danish Refugee Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHO</td>
<td>European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>Emergency Telecommunications Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNB</td>
<td>Federation of NGOs in Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBV</td>
<td>Gender-Based Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCM</td>
<td>The Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR</td>
<td>The Global Compact for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIHA</td>
<td>Gender in Humanitarian Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAG</td>
<td>Humanitarian Advisory Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCTT</td>
<td>Humanitarian Coordination Task Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>International Criminal Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>International Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRC</td>
<td>International Committee of the Red Cross INGO Emergency Sub-Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRC</td>
<td>International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOM</td>
<td>International Organisation for Migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRC</td>
<td>The International Rescue Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISCG</td>
<td>Inter-Sector Coordination Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRP</td>
<td>Joint Response Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPG</td>
<td>Liquefied petroleum gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTF</td>
<td>Localisation Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoFA</td>
<td>Ministry of Foreign Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoHA</td>
<td>Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoDMR</td>
<td>Ministry of Disaster Management and Relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSF</td>
<td>Médecins Sans Frontières</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAHAB</td>
<td>National Alliance of Humanitarian Actors Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>Non-Food Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOAB</td>
<td>NGO Affairs Bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIRAPAD</td>
<td>Network for Information, Response and Preparedness Activities on Disaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPM</td>
<td>IOM’s Needs and Population Monitoring (NPM) project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTF</td>
<td>National Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYD</td>
<td>New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHA</td>
<td>United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>Overseas Development Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAWG</td>
<td>Protection Advocacy Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDC</td>
<td>Para Development Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMO</td>
<td>Prime Minister’s Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIO</td>
<td>Peace Research Institute Oslo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWG</td>
<td>Protection Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRRC</td>
<td>Office of the Refugee Relief and Repatriation Commissioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAG</td>
<td>Strategic Advisory Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEG</td>
<td>Strategic Executive Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMSD</td>
<td>Site Management and Site Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA</td>
<td>United Nations Population Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children’s Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRC</td>
<td>United Nations Resident Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASH</td>
<td>Water, Sanitation and Hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP</td>
<td>World Food Programme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Executive Summary

The Government and people of Bangladesh, with the support of many civil society groups, have generously welcomed hundreds of thousands of Rohingya refugees fleeing extreme violence and human rights violations in Myanmar. However, local authorities, communities and available support systems are overwhelmed by the sheer numbers and the level of urgent humanitarian needs. There also continues to be a lack of adequate formal legal and normative frameworks for Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh, and the ad-hoc administrative arrangements that are currently in place, makes the implementation of protection and assistance programmes very challenging.

The scale and magnitude of the crisis, complicates the process of ensuring effective protection, assistance, and solutions for affected persons. This paper examines the extent to which a ‘whole of society approach’ is applied in the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh and looks at how the current approach impacts refugee protection outcomes, interfaces with existing coordination mechanisms, intersects with ongoing localisation efforts, and ensures meaningful refugee participation and leadership.

1.1 Rohingya Refugee Response in Bangladesh: Key Gaps and Challenges

Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh are living in difficult conditions in overcrowded camps in Cox’s Bazar with no freedom of movement outside the camps, and restricted access to rights including education and livelihoods. Their lack of legal status as refugees has given rise to insecurity and exclusion with regard to their access to rights and services. The Government-led disaster management structure is responsible for Rohingya refugees. Hybrid humanitarian coordination structures that are currently in place, are not fully aligned with international humanitarian coordination models, nor are they flexible enough to adapt to ever changing field coordination needs. The host communities of Cox’s Bazar are also affected by the large Rohingya presence in terms of rising prices, decreasing wages, environmental degradation as well as growing pressure on existing public services.

Since August 2019, a series of measures\(^1\) taken by the Government of Bangladesh towards Rohingya refugees has resulted in progressive deterioration of the protection environment in the camps and increased humanitarian access barriers. This has created an environment of fear and uncertainty in the refugee camps, compromising refugees’ ability to live a life of dignity and respect and to meaningfully participate in key decisions involving their community.

Operational and access restrictions in the context of COVID-19 have exacerbated existing protection risks by isolating refugee communities from accessing timely information and assistance, increasing aid dependence, reducing self-reliance and community resilience, and increasing hopelessness and insecurity.

The pursuance of short-term strategies potentially exposes both refugee and host communities to greater insecurity, instability, and unpredictability. Idleness, lack of access to education, health, and livelihoods over an extended period of time; along with growing division among communities and

---

\(^1\) Details are provided in Section 3.2.1 below.
humanitarian stakeholders undermine general effectiveness of the Rohingya refugee response, with consequences that compound over time, putting Bangladesh’s international goodwill and domestic interests at risk.

While the Rohingya refugee response coordination framework has continued to adjust to the evolving political and operational realities in Bangladesh, the humanitarian landscape is complicated by ad-hoc approaches and gaps in inter-agency collaboration and accountability.

The recent military coup in Myanmar has delayed prospects of peace in Rakhine State and will have a significant impact on Rohingya repatriation and rehabilitation in Myanmar. Further, there has been limited progress towards the development of a comprehensive Rohingya refugee response plan and international and regional responsibility sharing arrangements, including the identification of sustainable solutions. While the international community needs to continue pressuring Myanmar to create conducive conditions for safe, dignified and voluntary refugee returns, Rohingya need protection and assistance in Bangladesh, and around the globe, in the meantime. Their lives and futures will remain in limbo until a durable solution is found in Myanmar or elsewhere.

1.2 The Way Forward: Need for Whole-of-society-approach.
Given the context, the ‘multi-stakeholder and partnership approach’ or ‘whole-of-society-approach’ that underpins the recently negotiated Global Compacts could provide a valuable concept in guiding collaborative and complementary approaches to refugee protection in Bangladesh. Bangladesh has formally endorsed the New York Declaration for refugees and migrants, the Global Compact on Refugees (GCR) and the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration (GCM), which includes a commitment to the “multi-stakeholder and partnership approach” or the “whole-of-society-approach”. To ensure a sustainable and dignified response, however, a nuanced understanding of the contextual sensitivities and local ways of working is required, in order to utilize and benefit from the specific capacities of different stakeholders. Based on that knowledge, wider networks and alliances need to be built to advocate towards achieving shared humanitarian objectives for the improvement of the lives of Rohingya refugees and host communities.

This report aims to analyse and propose a way forward for a dignified and sustainable agenda for the Rohingya response in Bangladesh in accordance with the whole-of-society-approach around three key pillars: *Refugee Protection, Humanitarian Coordination and Localisation*. A set of recommendations have been put forward around these three core areas of work in the Rohingya refugee response.
Chapter 1: Whole-of-society-approach in the Rohingya Refugee Response in Bangladesh

1.1 What is the ‘whole of society approach’?

On 19 September 2016, the UN General Assembly unanimously adopted the New York Declaration (“NYD”) for Refugees and Migrants. States agreed that a comprehensive refugee response “should involve a multi-stakeholder approach that includes national and local authorities, international organisations, international financial institutions, civil society partners (including faith-based organisations, diaspora organisations and academia), the private sector, the media and refugees themselves.”\(^2\) The NYD was followed by a two-year process of intergovernmental negotiations towards the development of a global compact for safe, orderly and regular migration (“GCM”), and a global compact on refugees (“GCR”) in 2018. The GCR, “[w]hile recognizing the primary responsibility and sovereignty of States” agreed that “a multi-stakeholder and partnership approach” would be pursued.\(^3\) The GCM recognised the “whole-of-society approach” as one of its guiding principles promoting broad multi-stakeholder partnerships to address migration in all its dimensions.\(^4\) The concept of a whole-of-society-approach in refugee protection has garnered universal consensus through these negotiations.

Refugee protection is operationalised by and with those affected, and usually by a very diverse group of stakeholders with the capacity to meet the relevant needs. Refugees and host communities have diverse needs, are often marginalised and at risk, and may be in particularly vulnerable circumstances. This diverse set of needs requires a diverse set of interventions and substantial expertise, and it is unrealistic for any single actor to deliver protection alone even if they are a government or a large international institution like UNHCR. Instead, what must happen in practice is that a large number of diverse stakeholders (service providers, humanitarian and development actors, policy-makers, media, affected communities, among others) collaborate through referrals networks: identifying needs, vulnerabilities and risks and making referrals to each other on the basis of those actual needs.\(^5\) As described in a recent research piece on the whole-of-society-approach to the Rohingya refugee crisis in South and South-East Asia:

“Local protection capacity requires, among other things: a broad set of functional capacities that align with the needs, vulnerabilities, and risks faced by displaced and host communities; and a well-coordinated platform for all relevant stakeholders to collaborate effectively across a whole-of-society approach.”\(^6\)

---

\(^2\) New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, GA Res A/RES/71/1, 19 September 2016, Paragraph 69
\(^3\) GCR (n 27) (The non-exhaustive list of stakeholders that were explicitly included in this approach included: refugees themselves, States and national institutions, parliamentarians, host communities, local authorities and local community leaders, UNHCR, international institutions, humanitarian and development actors, financial actors, civil society organisations, faith-based actors, the private sector, academia and research institutions, and sports and cultural facilities.)
\(^4\) GCM (n 27) (See also the “whole-of-government approach” ensuring “horizontal and vertical policy coherence across all sectors and levels of government”.)
\(^6\) Ibid.
There are increasingly close interactions among individuals, groups, and representatives of various types of institutions and networks at every level: local, national, regional, and international. Developing institutional national and local ownership and capacity requires that many different stakeholders each do their part, in collaboration with the State, international institutions, and each other, to manage refugee protection holistically, effectively, efficiently, and sustainably. That kind of complementarity of practice is how a “whole-of-society approach” can be achieved.

1.2 Relevance and applicability to the Rohingya Refugee Response in Bangladesh

Bangladesh, as host to one of the world’s largest refugee populations, without formally recognising them as such, has been involved in the consultations related to GCR and has formally endorsed the whole-of-society approach and multi-stakeholder and partnership approach frameworks. In terms of the application of the Global Compacts, particularly the whole-of-society approach, the Bangladesh experience is characterised by a number of challenges and local dynamics that arise from a limited domestic and regional legal and policy framework, a weak and deteriorating refugee protection environment, complex and inadequate humanitarian coordination structures, restricted opportunities for inclusion of refugees or host communities in decision-making and coordination structures, and contested localisation agendas.

Bangladesh’s engagement with the Global Compacts and the whole-of-society approach is further complicated due to the deteriorating situation and dim prospects of peace and justice for Rohingya in Myanmar as well as the absence of a comprehensive regional or global Rohingya refugee response plan, with the international and regional community seeking to contain the problem in Bangladesh, and await resolution in Myanmar, rather than take shared responsibility or offer any particular joint solution.

The Rohingya refugee response does not adequately reflect a whole-of-society approach in practice. A lot more needs to be done in terms of harnessing complementary capacities among a multiplicity and diversity of stakeholders and agendas in the Rohingya response in Bangladesh with collaboration and complementarity as shared fundamental values among all stakeholders.

This report considers that operationalising refugee protection requires a ‘whole-of-society’ (or multi-stakeholder and partnership) approach in practice and analyses refugee protection, humanitarian coordination, and localisation from that perspective. The application of a whole-of-society approach is critical for a comprehensive refugee response by ensuring more sustainable approaches that link relief and development as well as ensure the meaningful participation of affected communities. Development actors should be involved at an early stage and investments should be made to strengthen the resilience of both refugee and host communities, including through support to national and local systems.

---


Chapter 2: Overview of the Rohingya crisis

Due to decades of state-sponsored persecution, marginalisation and continued cycles of displacement, at least 1.6 million stateless Rohingya refugees are now forcibly displaced from Myanmar\(^9\) with an estimated 600,000 remaining inside Myanmar. The international community of States, regional governments, and the Government of Myanmar continue to impose restrictive containment policies and exacerbate the challenges placing various barriers and restrictions on the Rohingya community.

In the absence of a clear and comprehensive international and regional response plan, Bangladesh has borne a disproportionate responsibility towards hosting Rohingya refugees. The prolonged presence of more than 800,000 Rohingya refugees in an underdeveloped, disaster-prone and sensitive border district such as Cox’s Bazar has exposed the refugee and local population to increased risks related to natural hazards and extreme weather events such as landslides, monsoon flooding and cyclones and heightened social tensions between refugees and host communities due to resource scarcity, increasing prices and labour displacement, among others.\(^{10}\) Due to limited self-reliance opportunities, high levels of aid dependence and reduced humanitarian presence in the camps, Rohingya refugees are increasingly vulnerable to the whims of rival Rohingya gangs vying for territorial control through illicit means and violent clashes.\(^{11}\)

Overlaps between drug trafficking routes and Rohingya migration routes along the Bangladesh-Myanmar border have also resulted in policies and actions that unfairly target all Rohingya refugees, resulting in curtailment of their rights such as freedom of movement, telecommunications access and livelihoods.\(^{12}\) Rohingya refugees are also victims of the regional geopolitics and other factors that impact their potential repatriation to Myanmar. In Bangladesh, Rohingya refugees have been impacted by the Government of Bangladesh’s growing frustration with the Myanmar government with regard to lack of progress on repatriation, demonstrated by the restricted protection environment and humanitarian access challenges. There is a need for enhanced international and regional efforts to refocus on aligning the perspectives and interests of the Rohingya population through systematic community engagement, in resolving the Rohingya crisis.\(^{13}\)

---

\(^{9}\) UNHCR has registered almost one million Rohingya refugees and asylum-seekers in Asia-Pacific region, mostly in Bangladesh (860,000), Malaysia (101,000) and India (18,000), as well as smaller numbers in Indonesia, Nepal, Thailand, and other countries. An estimated 600,000 Rohingya remain in Rakhine State, Myanmar, of whom 142,000 are internally displaced. See, UNHCR, The Displaced and Stateless of Myanmar in the Asia-Pacific Region, January 2021, available at [https://reporting.unhcr.org/sites/default/files/The%20Displaced%20and%20Stateless%20of%20Myanmar%20in%20the%20Asia-Pacific%20Region%20January%202021.pdf](https://reporting.unhcr.org/sites/default/files/The%20Displaced%20and%20Stateless%20of%20Myanmar%20in%20the%20Asia-Pacific%20Region%20January%202021.pdf)


\(^{11}\) Ibid.


2.1 Rohingya refugee movements into Bangladesh

Bangladesh has been hosting Rohingya refugees since the 1970s. The country has received large numbers of Rohingya refugees in three phases.

**First phase (1978):** Bangladesh welcomed more than 200,000 Rohingya refugees in 1978 who fled targeted violence by the Myanmar military and provided temporary shelter and support to them. Most of the refugees were repatriated to Myanmar within a short time. Refugees were not consulted prior to repatriation, which was met with strong resistance and resulted in intimidation and withdrawal of food rations from the camps. It is estimated that some 10,000 Rohingya refugees died from malnutrition and illness by the end of 1978.\(^{14}\) Despite these coercive measures, repatriation continued in contravention of the principle of voluntariness.\(^{15}\)

**Second phase (1991-92):** More than 250,000 Rohingya refugees were forced to flee Myanmar due to serious state repression. These refugees were temporarily accommodated in 20 camps in Cox’s Bazar while efforts continued to return them to Myanmar. Since 1992, the Government of Bangladesh refused to recognise further Rohingya refugee arrivals and UNHCR was no longer allowed to register them. Only two registered camps in Kutupalong and Nayapara with some 25,000 refugees were allowed to operate under UNHCR administration. As of December 2020, the number of registered refugees in these two camps has grown to 35,519.\(^{16}\) In addition, the Government of Bangladesh estimated that there were 300,000-500,000 unregistered Rohingya living in the vicinity of the registered camps in Cox’s Bazar as well as in neighbouring districts.\(^{17}\) Between 1993-1997, some 230,000 refugees were returned to Myanmar amidst allegations of forced returns.\(^{18}\) Between 1993-2016, as the levels of violence and oppression against them continued to intensify in Myanmar\(^{19}\), Rohingya refugees continued to flee in smaller numbers but Bangladesh adopted a pushback policy towards them.

**Third phase (2016-17):** Since 2012, the conditions in Rakhine State began to deteriorate following inter-communal violence between Rohingya and other groups. More than 100,000 Rohingya were internally displaced within Myanmar at the time. The Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA), a Rohingya insurgent group, was reportedly formed in Myanmar after the incidents of 2012. In October 2016, there was an upsurge in violence in Rakhine State when ARSA reportedly attacked border posts

---

\(^{14}\) Katy Long, Back to where you once belonged: A historical review of UNHCR policy and practice on refugee repatriation, UNHCR PDES, September 2013, p.8 available at [https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/5226d8f44.pdf](https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/5226d8f44.pdf)

\(^{15}\) The principle of voluntariness is the cornerstone of international protection with respect to the return of refugees. The principle of “voluntariness” must be viewed in relation to both: conditions in the country of origin (calling for an informed decision); and the situation in the country of asylum (permitting a free choice). See, Handbook - Voluntary Repatriation: International Protection, UNHCR, January 1996, available at [https://www.unhcr.org/uk/3bfe68d32.pdf](https://www.unhcr.org/uk/3bfe68d32.pdf)


\(^{17}\) UNHCR, Bangladesh Factsheet, March 2017, available at [https://www.unhcr.org/50001ae09.pdf](https://www.unhcr.org/50001ae09.pdf)


triggering a military crackdown. Between October 2016-July 2017, nearly 87,000 Rohingya were forced to cross over into Bangladesh.20

Bangladesh received close to 700,000 Rohingya refugees in August 2017 following the launch of intensive military operations resulting in widespread violence and mass forced displacement of civilians from Rakhine State in Myanmar, an event that has been characterised as a ‘textbook example of ethnic cleansing’.21 As of 31 March 2021, there are 884,041 Rohingya living in 34 camps in Ukhiya and Teknaf Upazilas (Sub-district) in Cox’s Bazar district in Bangladesh22 with limited access to basic rights and services and with little hope for a safe and sustainable durable solution in the near future.

While a large-scale humanitarian response has been implemented and coordinated under evolving structures, Government policy has continued to focus on short-term humanitarian interventions and expediting refugee returns to Myanmar, since the 1990s.

2.2 International response to the Rohingya situation
The Rohingya crisis has triggered a lot of international criticism and scrutiny but so far, international pressure and diplomatic engagement has not brought about any positive change in Myanmar’s approach towards Rohingya, demonstrated through escalation of conflict in Rakhine State, continued internal displacement and prolonged encampment of Rohingya, denial of equal rights and basic services, including citizenship rights and impunity for mass atrocities committed since 2016.23

2.2.1 The United Nations Security Council
The United Nations Security Council has, thus far, been unable to take any targeted measures against Myanmar despite reports from various human rights bodies24 affirming genocide, crimes against humanity and systemic human rights violations against the Rohingya.

2.2.2 The Rakhine Advisory Commission
The Rakhine Advisory Commission,25 was formed in 2016 at the behest of the Government of Myanmar in collaboration with the Kofi Annan Foundation, and chaired by former UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan, to look into ways of securing the well-being of all communities living in Rakhine State. The release of the final report of the Commission in August 2017 coincided with the outbreak of extreme violence in Rakhine State resulting in mass forced displacement of Rohingya into Bangladesh. The implementation of the recommendations of the Commission was disrupted by the overall lack of political will amidst continued clashes in Rakhine State between Myanmar military and Rakhine rebel groups such as the Arakan Army.

---

24 The UN Human Rights Council (HRC) created an Independent International Fact-Finding Mission for Myanmar (IIFFM) in March 2017, which issued a report in September 2018, detailing abuses against the Rohingya and other ethnic communities in three states in Myanmar. In September 2018, the HRC, established an Independent Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar (IIMM), whose aim is to continue the work of the IIFFM and obtain documentation from individuals, groups and organisations that can later be used for the purposes of accountability.
2.2.3 ICC, ICJ and other legal proceedings

There is growing legal pressure on Myanmar at the international level through a series of legal actions that were initiated at the International Criminal Court (ICC), International Court of Justice (ICJ), and in an Argentinian court. In January 2020, the ICJ passed legally binding provisional measures directing Myanmar to take necessary steps to prevent all acts of genocide and report to the Court every six months on its progress on the implementation of the order. Targeted sanctions have been issued against Myanmar military leaders by several governments with regard to atrocities committed against the Rohingya as well as in relation to the recent military coup. Despite these measures, human rights violations against Rohingya continue.

While these legal actions are a welcome step towards achieving justice and accountability for crimes committed against Rohingya, these proceedings are likely to continue over a long period, and will not provide any immediate relief to the Rohingya community. The international community should continue to uphold its responsibility towards Rohingya refugees as victims of mass atrocity. Containment policies, border closures, boat push-backs, denial of asylum and other human rights, need to be critiqued and good faith responsibility-sharing arrangements should be agreed upon.

2.3 Regional response to the Rohingya situation

There is ongoing domestic pressure within Bangladesh to resolve the Rohingya crisis, with no resolution in sight within Myanmar. Meanwhile, there are increasingly stringent security measures in the Rohingya refugee camps in Bangladesh which are exacerbating security challenges, further

---

26 In November 2019, the ICC opened an investigation into the Rohingya situation in Bangladesh/Myanmar. Bangladeshi Non-Governmental Representatives (BNGR), an informal group of leading Bangladeshi civil society organisations, humanitarian agencies, eminent jurists and scholars submitted *amicus curiae* observations in the matter in three key areas: i) the circumstances surrounding the presence of members of the Rohingya people from Myanmar on the territory of Bangladesh; ii) the crimes, in addition to deportation, that commenced in Myanmar but were completed in Bangladesh that the Chamber may exercise territorial jurisdiction over; and iii) an overview of Bangladeshi law on territorial jurisdiction over cross-border crimes.

27 In November 2019, Gambia instituted proceedings against Myanmar at the International Court of Justice (ICJ) for perpetrating genocide and failing to prevent it. In September 2020, Canada and the Netherlands formally joined Gambia in their intervention at the ICJ.

28 In November 2019, the Burmese Rohingya Organisation in the United Kingdom (BROUK), together with Latin American human rights groups, filed an application in a federal court in Buenos Aires, Argentina, calling for military and civilian leaders in Myanmar, including Aung San Suu Kyi, to take responsibility for crimes committed against minority groups.


32 World Summit Outcome document (hereinafter “WSO”), GA res. 60/1, paras. 138-9, UN doc. A/Res/60/1, 24 Oct. 2005. (“The international community, through the United Nations, also has the responsibility to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful means, in accordance with Chapters VI and VIII of the Charter, to help to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity... We also intend to commit ourselves, as necessary and appropriate, to helping states build capacity to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity and to assisting those which are under stress before crises and conflicts break out.”). See Also: Brian Barbour and Brian Gorlick, Embracing the ‘Responsibility to Protect’: A Repertoire of Measures Including Asylum for Potential Victims, International Journal of Refugee Law, Volume 20, Issue 4, December 2008, pp. 533-566.
alienating refugees, and increasing a sense of fear and insecurity among both Rohingya refugees and host communities.\(^{33}\)

While the international community has continued to focus on supporting the Rohingya response in Bangladesh and advocating for an expanded protection and operational space, adequate attention has not been paid to acknowledging and addressing the regional dimensions of the Rohingya crisis. In addition to Bangladesh, other countries in South and South-East Asia such as India, Nepal, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, are also hosting Rohingya refugees in lesser numbers, without granting them legal status and access to rights and durable solutions.

The military coup in Myanmar in February 2021 has diminished prospects for safe, voluntary and dignified repatriation of Rohingya refugees.\(^{34}\) A mass deportation order against Rohingya refugees in India\(^ {35}\) and boat push-back policies by other States in the region, growing xenophobia and a general lack of any viable solutions points towards the lack of equitable international and regional responsibility sharing arrangements. These regional dynamics have affected Bangladesh’s treatment of Rohingya refugees.

2.3.1 UNHCR’s Solidarity Approach

In July 2018, UNHCR proposed a Solidarity Approach for the People of Rakhine State, ‘wherever they may be’\(^ {36}\) which envisioned a comprehensive approach aimed at addressing the root cause of displacement, searching for sustainable solutions and providing a platform for coordinating international efforts. However, the concept of the Solidarity Approach did not enjoy broad-based consensus perhaps due to lack of adequate consultations.\(^ {37}\) The Government of Bangladesh was concerned that this approach deflects attention and responsibility from Myanmar to urgently improve conditions in Rakhine State to facilitate Rohingya repatriation.\(^ {38}\)

2.3.2 Rohingya boat crisis

In 2020, more than 2,400 Rohingya made dangerous journeys by sea to reach safer destinations, less than half of whom were allowed to disembark safely in the region.\(^ {39}\) Passengers aboard a mother ship serving as an offshore trafficking camp were held hostage at sea until ransoms were paid on their behalf, and even after payments, the Rohingya faced difficulties disembarking due to State pushback policies.\(^ {40}\) At least 200 Rohingya refugees lost their lives or disappeared at sea in 2020.\(^ {41}\) This is not a


\(^{35}\) Chander Uday Singh, Supreme Court must rethink its order on deportation of Rohingya refugees, The Indian Express, 26 April 2021, available at https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/rohingya-refugees-crisis-india-supreme-court-7288913/

\(^{36}\) UNHCR, A solidarity approach for the people of Rakhine State: the way forward, Side event of the 69th session of the Executive Committee, 3 October 2018, available at https://www.unhcr.org/fr/sbaa20414.pdf


\(^{38}\) Ibid.

\(^{39}\) Ibid.

\(^{40}\) Brian Barbour et.al, supra n. 5.

\(^{41}\) Ibid.
new phenomenon. In 2015, hundreds of refugees and migrants from Bangladesh and Myanmar perished in the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea after being denied lifesaving assistance.\footnote{Inaction has been fatal, says UNHCR, as dozens of Rohingya refugees perish at sea, UN News, 7 September 2020, available at \url{https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/09/1071812}. See also, Deepmala Mahla and Hassan Noor, Rohingya are being left to die at sea: Who cares?, 17 September 2020, available at \url{https://www.savethechildren.net/blog/rohingya-are-being-left-die-sea-who-cares}.
}

Despite continued trends of such maritime movements over the years, there exists no clear regional framework for allowing safe disembarkation and reception for refugees rescued at sea. Regional governments have consistently failed to uphold their responsibility-sharing commitments to allow safe disembarkation and provide humanitarian assistance to distressed persons at sea. The Bali Process (2002)\footnote{For details, see, The Bali Process, available at \url{https://www.baliprocess.net/}.} aimed at addressing issues such as smuggling and trafficking through a collective regional response, developed emergency response mechanisms following the 2015 crisis ‘to standardise various national approaches, develop early warning capabilities and coordinate action’.\footnote{Bali Declaration on People Smuggling, Trafficking in Persons, and Related Transnational Crime, 23 March 2016, available at \url{https://www.refworld.org/docid/5799ef3c4.html}.} Some other significant international and regional developments aimed at addressing mass forced displacement, including movements at sea, were the Global Compacts on Refugees and Migrants, Asia Dialogue on Forced Migration (ADFM) and the signing of the ASEAN Convention Against Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (ACTIP).\footnote{Caitlin McCaffrie, Andaman Sea Crisis: Is the region really better off in 2020?, Kaldor Centre for International Refugee Law, UNSW, 6 August 2020, available at \url{https://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/andaman-sea-crisis-region-really-better-2020}.} However, these initiatives did not culminate in coordinated action at the regional level when boat movements increased in early 2020. Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic was used as a justification by regional governments to deny refugees’ access to territory and safe asylum.\footnote{Amnesty International, COVID-19 no excuse to sacrifice Rohingya lives at sea, 17 April 2020, available at \url{https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/04/covid-no-excuse-sacrifice-lives-more-rohingya-seek-safety-boat/}.}

At the recently concluded ASEAN conference in April 2020, leaders agreed on a five-point consensus calling for an end to violence, a constructive dialogue among all parties, facilitation of a dialogue by a special ASEAN envoy, provision of humanitarian assistance by the ASEAN Coordinating Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on Disaster Management (AHA Centre) and visit of the ASEAN envoy to Myanmar to meet with concerned parties.\footnote{ASEAN Secretariat, Chairman’s Statement on the ASEAN Leaders’ Meeting, 24 April 2021, available at \url{https://asean.org/storage/Chairmans-Statement-on-ALM-Five-Point-Consensus-24-April-2021-FINAL-a-1.pdf}.}

Governments in the region and globally should make efforts to undertake a comprehensive regional refugee response and agree on collective solutions and better responsibility sharing arrangements.\footnote{APPRN, supra n. 23.} In addition to exploring the option of refugee resettlement for Rohingya, complementary pathways such as humanitarian visas, family reunification, community sponsorship of refugees, education programmes or labour mobility schemes among others, may also be considered as a positive step towards global responsibility-sharing.\footnote{Brian Gorlick, Rethinking solutions to the Rohingya refugee crisis, 19 December 2019, available at \url{https://www.openglobalrights.org/rethinking-solutions-to-the-rohingya-refugee-crisis/}.} As the protracted nature of this crisis is becoming evident four years since the Rohingya influx of 2017, a more practical regional and international solidarity approach
aligned with GCR commitments, and collaboration and complementarity through the whole-of-society-approach, is needed.

With this complex humanitarian setting in mind, the following chapters will analyse the refugee protection context, explore the legal, policy and humanitarian coordination frameworks, ongoing localisation debates, and the key actors and drivers that advance or challenge the advancement of protection and durable solutions objectives in the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh. The engagement of refugee and host communities in each of these pillars will also be considered in appreciation of the centrality of community-based approaches in the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh.
Chapter 3: Refugee Protection

This chapter analyses the legal and policy framework that underpins the stay and protection of Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh. It provides an overview of the protection situation of refugees in the camps and examine the risks and challenges that restrict their ability to access their rights and live a life of self-reliance and dignity. It also explores the existing gaps and barriers to effective protection advocacy in achieving protection goals.

3.1 Evolving Legal and Policy Framework for Rohingya Refugees in Bangladesh

3.1.1 Bangladesh’s obligations under international law

Bangladesh is party to the majority of core international human rights instruments (with a few reservations and declarations) such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). It has also signed the Convention on the Political Rights of Women and the Optional Protocol to the Convention on Elimination of Discrimination against Women.

Bangladesh has not acceded to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees or its 1967 Protocol but has been a member of UNHCR’s Executive Committee since 1995. Bangladesh is also not party to the 1954 Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness and there is no national legislation to address statelessness issues.

Bangladesh has upheld the customary international law principle of non-refoulement to a large extent, by providing safety and shelter to Rohingya refugees in the world’s largest refugee camp in Cox’s Bazar and committing that Rohingya refugees will only be voluntarily repatriated to Myanmar in safe and dignified conditions. At the same time, Bangladesh does not explicitly acknowledge that the Rohingya are refugees and in practice, there have also been several reported instances of border pushbacks of Rohingya refugees over the years. Their lack of formal legal status as refugees entails protection risks associated with refoulement and denial of refugee rights under international law such as freedom of movement, education and livelihoods, among others.

3.1.2 Bangladesh’s domestic policy framework

There is no express domestic legislative framework governing refugees in Bangladesh. Some constitutional and other general legal provisions are applicable to all persons on Bangladeshi territory which may also be extended to refugees. During the first and second phases of Rohingya arrivals in Bangladesh (1978 and 1991-92), the Government of Bangladesh granted prima facie refugee status to Rohingya refugees under executive orders and invited UNHCR to provide support.

---


“A prima facie approach means the recognition by a State or UNHCR of refugee status on the basis of readily apparent, objective circumstances in the country of origin or, in the case of stateless asylum-seekers, their country of former habitual
Since the 1990s, Bangladesh has adopted a much stricter stance towards Rohingya refugees resulting in a series of pushbacks in contravention of the principle of non-refoulement. For instance, in 2012 following inter-communal violence in Rakhine state and displacement of thousands of Rohingya, Bangladeshi borders were sealed, and a push-back policy was implemented putting the lives of more than 1,000 Rohingya at severe risk. In addition, three international aid agencies were ordered to cease life-saving food and medical assistance to Rohingya in Cox’s Bazar and neighbouring areas on the ground that the presence of aid agencies is a pull-factor for Rohingya to come to Bangladesh. As per the Government of Bangladesh, the policy shift was due to the socio-economic burden and potential national security risks caused by the presence of thousands of refugees in an underdeveloped and disaster-prone area such as Cox’s Bazar.

In 2013, Bangladesh adopted the National Strategy on Myanmar Refugees and Undocumented Myanmar Nationals which identifies Rohingya as ‘Myanmar nationals’ and acknowledges the presence of 300,000-500,000 Rohingya in Bangladesh. It is worth noting that the Strategy limited use of the term ‘refugee’ only to those recognised prior to 1991-92 and sustained the use of ‘undocumented Myanmar nationals’ for the rest. The support of “development-oriented” international organisations “i.e., UNDP, WFP, UNFPA, UNICEF and IOM” was engaged, rather than UNHCR- the mandated international refugee agency. The strategy, formulated from a national security lens, while reiterating Bangladesh’s commitment to provide essential humanitarian services to unregistered Rohingya following listing/identification, is premised on the Government’s position that the irregular migration of Rohingya must be stopped at the border.

As per the strategy, a National Task Force (NTF) under the leadership of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs/ Foreign Secretary was established, and asked IOM to lead and coordinate assistance for Rohingya/ Undocumented Myanmar Nationals along with other UN agencies (UNDP, UNICEF, WFP), Bangladeshi Red Crescent and local NGOs. Areas of support included health, water, sanitation and hygiene and related information materials for Rohingya and host communities in Cox’s Bazar district. As Rohingya were not recognised as refugees in the strategy, refugee protection was not identified as a priority area of intervention and UNHCR was not included as one of the agencies providing support.

Despite its limitations, the National Strategy enabled the gradual expansion of Rohingya’s access to basic services. In October 2016, some 80,000 Rohingya fled into Bangladesh escaping a military crackdown following ARSA attacks, putting considerable strain on the newly formed humanitarian

---

53 Sultana Yesmin, supra n. 19, p. 84
56 ibid.
58 Abrar, supra n. 55.
59 IOM to Provide Humanitarian Assistance to Undocumented Myanmar Nationals in Bangladesh, 1 August 2015, available at https://www.iom.int/news/iom-provide-humanitarian-assistance-undocumented-myanmar-nationals-bangladesh
coordination system. During this time, the Inter Sector Coordination Group (ISCG) led by IOM was established in Cox’s Bazar to lead operational humanitarian coordination.60

3.1.3 Refugee protection considerations after the 2017 influx
In August 2017, the people and Government of Bangladesh displayed openness and generosity of spirit in welcoming large numbers of Rohingya refugees in the face of a fast-growing humanitarian crisis although some cases of pushbacks were reported in the initial days.61 No substantial review of the 2013 National Strategy was undertaken at this time despite the dramatic change in the humanitarian context. Rohingya were identified as Forcibly Displaced Myanmar Nationals (FDMNs) (a slight shift from the categorisation as ‘Undocumented Myanmar Nationals under the 2013 National Strategy) and not as refugees by the Government of Bangladesh.

By September 2017, a new humanitarian coordination model under the ISCG was put in place by the UN which has gradually created space for UNHCR to exercise its refugee protection mandate.62 In early 2018, an inclusive policy level decision-making body called the Strategic Executive Group (SEG) was established at the national (Dhaka) level with a tripartite leadership by the UN Resident Coordinator and the country representatives of IOM and UNHCR and membership of UN agencies, donor groups and NGOs.

Since 2018, refugee protection has been increasingly prioritised by the humanitarian community in the key humanitarian planning and fundraising tools i.e., Joint Response Plans (JRP)63, with significant resource allocations to UNHCR and delivery of protection services. Despite such in-principle progress, the absence of a clear and consistent legal framework for refugee protection widens the scope for ad-hoc and discretionary policies which has restricted Rohingya’s access to basic rights and services and created protection risks, increasing their vulnerability to discriminatory treatment, detention and/or expulsion.

3.1.4 Current legal status in Bangladesh
The Rohingya are refugees, by definition, under international law, and the labeling of them as FDMNs, should not have any legal effect on Bangladesh’s international obligations. Yet, as a practical matter, the failure of State authorities to recognise their identity as refugees adversely affects their treatment under domestic law and influences public perceptions about them.

In 2019, the Government of Bangladesh and UNHCR completed the joint registration of all Rohingya refugees. This process provided Rohingya refugees with identity documents. These do not, however, give them legal status as refugees or access to work opportunities in Bangladesh. As a result, Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh remain highly dependent on humanitarian aid. The lack of legal status heightens protection risks for many Rohingya refugees and promotes negative coping mechanisms such as taking large debts due to restrictions on livelihoods activities and cash-based programmes,

60 Sida et.al, supra n. 57, p.9
63 The humanitarian community, led by the Inter-Sector Coordination Group in Cox’s Bazar and the Strategic Executive Group in Dhaka, has worked closely with the Government to draw up this Joint Response Plan (JRP) for 2018. The JRP lays out a vision for a coordinated response to address the critical needs of the refugees and mitigate the impacts on affected host communities. This support will be essential to ensuring Rohingya refugees and the communities generously hosting them can continue living safe, dignified, and productive lives, until solutions can be found.
dangerous onward movements by sea, increasing trafficking concerns, and child labour, among others.\textsuperscript{64} Moreover, the Rohingya are a \textit{de jure} stateless group as their citizenship rights in Myanmar are not recognised by law. The acknowledgement of their legal identity as stateless persons is a critical first step in addressing the structural and root causes of the Rohingya crisis and formulating effective protection and durable solutions strategies for the group.

### 3.2 Current protection environment in the camps

In principle, the humanitarian response to the Rohingya crisis in Bangladesh is guided by a protection framework outlined in the Joint Response Plan. The framework comprises of four pillars aimed at securing the identity of Rohingya refugees through registration and documentation; strengthening the protection environment; addressing critical living conditions and preparing for sustainable solutions in Myanmar.\textsuperscript{65} While it is widely acknowledged as a ‘protection crisis’, the fact that the policy framework focuses on short-term temporary assistance premised on speedy repatriation, and provides no access to formal education or income generation opportunities,\textsuperscript{66} nor due regard to the current situation in Myanmar, makes it challenging to secure the rights and well-being of refugees.

#### 3.2.1 Security measures since August 2019

Following a series of events such as the second unsuccessful repatriation attempt, killing of a Bangladeshi youth leader allegedly by a group of Rohingya, and lastly, a large rally organised by Rohingya to mark the second year of their exodus from Myanmar, Bangladeshi authorities took a series of restrictive measures in August 2019, that severely affected Rohingya refugees’ access to basic rights and constrained humanitarian access.

These measures range from transfer of RRRC and camp officials known to be sympathetic to refugees and regarded highly by the humanitarian community,\textsuperscript{67} telecommunications restrictions, restricted volunteer and cash-for-work programmes, crackdowns on Rohingya civil society groups, construction of fencing, relocation to Bhasan Char, growing presence of security forces and increased surveillance and monitoring of camps, as well as bureaucratic barriers for NGO operations, including suspension of activities, increasing ad-hoc information requests and reporting requirements and complex project approvals and completion processes.\textsuperscript{68} These restrictions have been reinforced during the COVID-19 pandemic with additional temporary measures being undertaken to contain the spread of the virus through reduced humanitarian programming and staff presence.


\textsuperscript{65} Ibid, JRP 2020, p. 12. The response plan aims to achieve four strategic objectives within the protection framework: strengthening the protection of Rohingya refugees; delivering quality, life-saving assistance to populations in need; fostering the well-being of communities in Ukhiya and Teknaf; and working towards achieving sustainable solutions in Myanmar.

\textsuperscript{66} Ishrat Hossain, \textit{supra} n. 10.

\textsuperscript{67} ICG, \textit{supra} n. 33.

Together, these restrictions highlight an increasing trend towards securitisation of the Rohingya refugee response. These are demonstrated by a sharp policy focus on national security and expedited returns to Myanmar. These restrictive policies amidst rising insecurity in the camps, are fueling negative public attitudes towards Rohingya and escalating tensions with host communities.

3.2.1.1 Telecommunications restrictions

Due to their lack of legal status as refugees in Bangladesh, Rohingya refugees do not have the necessary identity documents to purchase local SIM cards. They face difficulties in accessing

---

information, making urgent service referrals and maintaining contact with their relatives and friends in Myanmar and elsewhere. Many were able to access SIM cards through irregular channels.\textsuperscript{70}

Between September 2019 and August 2020, telecommunications restrictions were in place in the Rohingya camps following directions from Bangladeshi authorities to restrict 3G/4G services and stop sale of SIM cards to Rohingya refugees.\textsuperscript{71} SIM cards were confiscated from Rohingya refugees on the grounds of unauthorised access and allegations of involvement of Rohingya in criminal activities over the internet.\textsuperscript{72} These restrictions have also affected surrounding host community’s access to telecommunications.

These restrictions impacted communities’ ability to access humanitarian services, particularly during medical emergencies and monsoon/cyclone response. Such restrictions also prevented Rohingya refugees from contacting their families and friends in Myanmar and accessing accurate information about prevailing conditions in Rakhine State to make well-informed decisions about their future possibility of return to Myanmar.\textsuperscript{73} In August 2020, these restrictions were officially lifted by the Government of Bangladesh\textsuperscript{74} but connectivity remained slow continuing to affect mobile and internet access in the camps and neighbouring areas.

During the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic when it was unsafe to conduct door-to-door information and awareness campaigns, non-availability of telecommunications services\textsuperscript{75} contributed to the spread of rumours and misinformation, increased fear of stigma and discrimination due to confidentiality breaches of personal health-related information and discriminatory public perceptions of Rohingya being carriers of the virus, lack of clarity on isolation and treatment facilities and fear of family separation. These factors along with pre-existing concerns such as trust deficit in healthcare systems/providers, quality of dignified and effective care and negative encounters with the Myanmar healthcare system, discouraged Rohingya refugees from accessing health services, reporting COVID-19 symptoms and consent to testing.

3.2.1.2 Restrictions on volunteer and cash-based programmes

Since 2017, Rohingya refugees have been supporting the humanitarian response through volunteer and cash-for-work programmes. These programmes include a wide range of essential activities such as sanitation work, road construction and maintenance, disaster preparedness and response, assisting with food and aid distribution, community mobilisers, health workers and supporting vulnerable refugees in accessing services. This provides a rare opportunity for Rohingya women to participate in


\textsuperscript{71} No SIM card for Rohingyas, The Daily Star, 3 September 2019, available at https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/no-bangladeshi-sim-card-for-rohingyas-1794595

\textsuperscript{72} Muktadir Rashid, 12,000 SIMs seised in Rohingya camps in Bangladesh, New Age Bangladesh, 7 December 2019, available at http://www.newagebd.net/article/92885/12000-sims-seised-in-rohingya-camps


\textsuperscript{75} For details, See, ACAPS COVID-19 Explained Series, available at https://www.acaps.org/country/bangladesh/special-reports/container-1515
community-based initiatives and decision-making processes from which they have traditionally been excluded.76

Rohingya refugees are best placed to conduct these activities due to their knowledge of the Rohingya language and high trust levels with their own community. Their engagement also makes it easier to disseminate information and collect feedback on the humanitarian response. As Rohingya refugees do not have access to formal education and employment in Bangladesh,77 volunteer work in the camps enhances their sense of purpose and agency and contributes towards camp security and stability. Small cash stipends earned through volunteer work allow them to supplement the food assistance provided by the humanitarian community and also help endure any other economic shocks.

In September 2019, the NGO Affairs Bureau (NGOAB)78 issued an order prohibiting cash-based programmes in the camps and prioritising the hiring of Bangladeshi nationals in the Rohingya refugee response instead of Rohingya refugees. As per Bangladeshi authorities, these measures were taken to stop the Rohingya from using cash for illicit activities such as securing fake identity documents.79

Since 2019, the humanitarian community has advocated with Bangladeshi authorities to continue volunteer and cash-based programming in the camps given the critical need for Rohingya volunteers to deliver life-saving assistance in the camps. As negotiations were ongoing and the modalities for volunteer programmes were being finalised, these activities continued with caution. Rohingya volunteers played a particularly important role during COVID-19 when the humanitarian presence in the camps was significantly reduced.

It must be noted that thousands of Bangladeshi volunteers also support the humanitarian response and receive higher stipends than Rohingya volunteers. This is in addition to the employment of Bangladeshi nationals as staff of humanitarian agencies serving in the response, who constitute a large majority of humanitarian workers in Cox’s Bazar district.

After long negotiations on the scope of refugee volunteer work in the response, a recent Government directive80 has restricted the recruitment of Rohingya refugees in all sectors except as sanitation workers and night guards and limited the scope of cash-for-work programmes.

3.2.1.3 Barbed-wire fencing
Rohingya refugees’ freedom of movement is restricted due to a government policy of encampment. Some Bangladeshi authorities have stated that ‘the main objective of erecting the fences is to ensure that the Rohingyas do not leave the camp and join our community’.81

---

77 Ibid.
79 Kaamil Ahmed, supra n. 76.
80 Humayun Kabir Bhuiyan, Govt decides to regulate all Rohingya recruitment, Dhaka Tribune, 3 March 2021, available at https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/rohingya-crisis/2021/03/03/govt-decides-to-regulate-all-rohingya-recruitment
The construction of barbed wire fencing around the camps further limits their free movement, affects their safety and access to humanitarian services. It was reported that thousands of Rohingya refugees were trapped by the fencing as they tried to escape a massive fire that broke out across three camps in March 2021. On-ground testimonials reveal that there was a single exit route as all other access points were fenced in, which affected the ability of older persons, children and persons with disabilities to flee as well as blocked access for fire trucks and other emergency vehicles.

There were no prior consultations with affected communities and humanitarian actors to establish the security risks, assess the need and proportionality of additional security measures and explore alternative, community-based approaches towards strengthening camp security. The negative consequences of fencing such as barriers to humanitarian access and harmful impacts on peaceful co-existence between Rohingya refugees and host communities were not considered, thus, stigmatising Rohingya as security risks and increasing fear and mistrust between refugees, host communities, local authorities and humanitarian actors.

Introducing additional security measures, such as fencing, risks compromising the humanitarian and civilian character of the camps and triggering psychological trauma and distress among Rohingya refugees who were forced to escape similar restrictions in Myanmar. Further, the decision to erect fences along with measures to restrict telecommunications in the camps and neighbouring areas, have adversely affected humanitarian access and aid delivery to both refugees and host communities, including the provision of lifesaving information and critical services during the COVID-19 pandemic.

3.2.1.4 Relocation to Bhasan Char

Despite strong advocacy at the national and global level by multiple actors, including donor governments, UN, humanitarian agencies and human rights groups, the Government of Bangladesh has relocated some 18,000 Rohingya refugees to Bhasan Char, a remote, uninhabited, low lying island in the Bay of Bengal. Concerns about the risks of separation from family and community networks have been raised. 100,000 Rohingya refugees are planned to be relocated to the island in a phased manner.

A group of 306 Rohingya, including women and children, rescued from a ship stranded at sea in May 2020, are also currently held on the island. Their request for being returned to the Cox’s Bazar camps and reunited with their families has not yet been fulfilled.

---

82 Restrictions on freedom of movement are only permissible in international law for a limited number of purposes and only where it can be demonstrated that the restrictions are necessary, proportionate, and related to identified security concerns. See, Articles 9 and 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).


The relocations proceeded amidst calls for an independent technical and protection assessment of the island by the United Nations to explore the habitability of the island, access to services and feasibility of humanitarian operations. As the relocations started in December 2020, a UN statement said that refugees ‘...must be able to make a free and informed decision about relocating to Bhasan Char based upon relevant, accurate, and updated information,’ and urged Bangladesh to ‘respect this important commitment.’

The Government’s view is that such relocation is aimed at reducing overcrowding in the camps and addressing the law-and-order situation. Some NGOs are currently providing limited services on the island in the short-term with support from the Government of Bangladesh and a few donor governments.

Concerns have also been raised about the voluntariness of these relocations, with insufficient data and lack of a credible, centralised source of information triggering rumours and misinformation, and the lack of consultations with refugees and humanitarian actors. The decisions of some refugee families may have been driven by the increasing restrictions and security concerns in the camps. According to some human rights organisations, at least some of the relocations may not have been entirely voluntary or with informed consent, evidenced by reports of false promises being made to refugees to secure consent and ill-treatment of those already on the island at the hands of security forces.

After months of discussions, an 18-member UN team was able to visit the island in March 2021. The mission was facilitated and accompanied by Bangladeshi government officials. While detailed technical assessments were not conducted, the mission looked at the current situation and facilities on Bhasan Char, appraised the needs of the Rohingya refugees relocated there, and held discussions with the authorities and others working there. The mission took a positive view of the conditions and facilities in Bhasan Char and proposed further discussions with the Government of Bangladesh regarding the UN’s operational engagement on the island and the policies concerning the stay and well-being of refugees on the island. Following the UN’s visit, representatives of the diplomatic community also visited the island.

The Government of Bangladesh has welcomed the positive observations made by the UN team following their visit and expects that ten per cent of the funding for the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh is allocated for providing services in Bhasan Char.

---

Fortify Rights, Bangladesh: Halt Relocation of Rohingya Refugees to Bhasan Char, 3 December 2020, available at https://www.fortifyrights.org/bgd-inv-2020-12-03/
3.2.2 Physical safety and security
Refugees have expressed serious concerns about the security situation in the camps. Since the COVID-19 service restrictions were put in place in March 2020, tensions between refugees and host communities have increased over access to limited resources and services.94 There were reports of rising distrust and stigmatisation of Rohingya refugees as ‘carriers of the virus’ as well as a growing anti-Rohingya sentiment.95

An increase in criminal activities in the camps has been reported culminating in violent clashes between rival Rohingya gangs in October 2020 resulting in eight deaths and forcibly displacing more than 2,000 refugees to other camps.96 Some reports point towards the proliferation of groups like ARSA97 in the camps which operate with impunity and seek to vie for control of the camps through illicit means such as kidnappings, extortions, extra-judicial killings, drug and human trafficking etc. 98 Bangladeshi authorities, however, have denied the existence of ARSA or similar outfits in the camps.99 Some human rights reports indicate that between August 2017 and July 2020 more than 100 Rohingya refugees were victims of extrajudicial killings who died in ‘crossfire’/’gun fights’,100 most of whom were allegedly involved in the drug trade.101

There is a great need for community-based safety and security programmes through increased community participation in decision-making processes in the camps. In 2020, a community safety programme102 was piloted jointly by UNDP, UNHCR and IOM, to promote closer engagement between Rohingya refugees and the police. This project is planned for expansion across 10 camps in 2021.

Fire safety103 in the camps has emerged as a key security concern over the past few years and fire incidents have become more common. Between January and March 2021, an average of three fire

100 “Different terminologies have been used by (Bangladeshi) law enforcement agencies to distract from extrajudicial killings; such as, deaths during ‘cross-fire’, ‘encounter’, ‘gunfight’ etc.” See, Odhikar, Extra-judicial killings, available at http://odhikar.org/extra-judicial killings/
102 UNHCR, supra n. 16.
103 For details, see, ACAPS-NPM, Bangladesh: Rohingya refugee response – fire in camps 8E, 8W and 9, Briefing Note 25 March 2021, available at https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/20210324_acaps_npm_rohingya_refugee_response_fire_in_camps_8_0.pdf
incidents per week were reported in the camps. On 22 March 2021, a huge fire swept across three camps leaving 11 persons dead, 500 in need of medical assistance, 400 missing, and affecting the lives of some 90,000 persons. 10,000 shelters and 1,600 facilities were reportedly destroyed or damaged. Hundreds of host community structures were also affected. There were rumours in the community that the fires were started deliberately.\textsuperscript{104} The fires have further exacerbated the protection and security risks faced by Rohingya refugees and impacted the ability of humanitarian actors to meet additional needs with overstretched resources amidst a restricted programming space. Such incidents highlight the need for investigating the cause of fires, reliable information sharing mechanisms and strengthening fire prevention, evacuation and emergency response strategies/capacities in the camps.

3.2.3 Sexual and gender-based violence

Nearly 52 per cent of the total Rohingya refugee population in Bangladesh are women and girls. Gender roles in Rohingya society are strictly defined and certain gendered practices are normalised, including different forms of gender-based violence (GBV) like domestic violence, sexual harassment and assault. Rohingya refugees have experienced widespread sexual and gender-based violence perpetrated by Myanmar security forces before and during their mass forced displacement to Bangladesh in August 2017.

Lower levels of well-being\textsuperscript{105} were recorded in female-headed households or households with no male members of working age due to socio-cultural norms, insecurity, GBV and lack of gender-responsive facilities. Cultural practices like \textit{purdah} in a woman’s Honour (\textit{izzot}) enforces seclusion of women and is seen as a marker of Rohingya values and identity. Women and girls commonly report incidents of violence and harassment which restricts their ability to access public services and facilities, including WASH facilities and water collection points, and free movement around the camps. The lack of safety and security also affects their employment prospects outside their homes.

Despite the scaling up of gender-responsive services and significant gender mainstreaming efforts, there remains a high prevalence of GBV in the Rohingya refugee camps. Data from International Rescue Committee (IRC)\textsuperscript{106} shows that nearly one in every four Rohingya refugee women and girls who consented to GBV screening at their centres reported experiencing GBV. These figures likely represent only a small fraction of the overall number of such incidents, as GBV is hugely under-reported due to stigma, threat of retribution, and lack of access to quality GBV response services.\textsuperscript{107}

COVID-19 related restrictions rendered most gender-based programmes in the camps as non-essential except GBV support services and sexual and reproductive health programmes which continued at reduced speed and coverage. Despite the availability of sexual and reproductive health (SRH) services, women and girls reportedly refrained from seeking medical services in SRH facilities due to

\textsuperscript{104} BBC Media Action, Translators without Borders, Centre for Peace and Justice, New difficulties and despair: Rohingya people share their concerns following the tragic fire of 22 March 2021, What Matters: Humanitarian Feedback Bulletin on Rohingya Response (Special Edition on the Post-fire situation), 7 April 2021, available at https://app.box.com/s/s4xbl628yrbvbrmr43u429nc74qbj8i6
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reprioritisation of essential health services, shift in public messages away from SRH, movement constraints, fear of transmissions and negative perceptions of health care facilities.\textsuperscript{108}

Women and girls have been burdened with additional caregiving responsibilities and domestic care during the COVID-19 pandemic while at the same time, having reduced access to reporting mechanisms and referrals services due to the shift to remote, phone-based communications and reduced female humanitarian staff presence.\textsuperscript{109} Female Rohingya volunteers have faced stigmatisation and harassment from their own community by undertaking non-traditional roles in the public sphere and challenging traditional gender norms.\textsuperscript{110}

The rising insecurity in the camps amidst programmatic restrictions during COVID-19 disproportionately impacted women and girls who are at greater risk of GBV, mainly intimate partner violence, due to ‘increased time spent in shelters, as well as economic pressures and overall stress and anxiety’.\textsuperscript{111} Overstretched health facilities during COVID-19 response were unable to provide gender-segregated spaces and services\textsuperscript{112}, constraining women and girls’ access to appropriate services.

3.2.4 Access to justice
In the absence of a clear domestic legal framework for refugees, Rohingya refugees are governed by a complex web of formal and informal justice systems delivered through a variety of administrative and discretionary rules and regulations.\textsuperscript{113} Due to their lack of a formal status as well as structural and socio-cultural barriers, Rohingya refugees have very limited access to formal justice systems in practice and are largely reliant on informal justice mechanisms. It is important to note that such barriers are not just limited to refugees; poorer Bangladeshi populations including host communities of Cox’s Bazar district also report challenges in accessing state legal systems which are overburdened and expensive.\textsuperscript{114}

Refugees often rely on informal justice mechanisms and raise complaints with \textit{majhis} (unelected Rohingya representatives selected by Bangladeshi authorities) who decide whether a mediation process should be facilitated through community leaders\textsuperscript{115} for matters ranging from petty thefts to
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family disputes and sexual violence.\textsuperscript{116} This system usually led by male majhis is designed to manage conflict rather than provide justice\textsuperscript{117} and reinforces harmful gender-based power dynamics.\textsuperscript{118} Community perspectives on camp-based justice systems reflect the prevalence of corruption and bribery, delays in the justice process, difficulties in accessing information and the unpredictability of support received from relevant actors.\textsuperscript{119} Some studies show that refugees resort to seeking the support of armed groups in the camps, such as ARSA, to solve disputes.\textsuperscript{120} While ARSA’s role in the camps is much weaker than in Myanmar, there is some evidence to demonstrate their influence over majhis, their members and supporters serving as volunteers in the camps as well as religious leaders.\textsuperscript{121}

Access to formal justice is only available to Rohingya for serious crimes such as murder, rape, kidnapping etc, subject to camp-in-charge (CiC) approval and discretion. Under Bangladeshi law, CiCs have limited judicial authority to influence justice processes in the camps. They regularly mediate disputes and dispense wide-ranging punishments ranging from detentions, imprisonment and imposition of fines to public beatings/floggings and public shaming.\textsuperscript{122} CiC approvals are needed for police investigations and refugees’ access to legal services outside the camps. UNHCR and its legal partners have reported difficulties in registering complaints with the police despite advocacy with law enforcement authorities and the judiciary.\textsuperscript{123} Access to formal justice is further impeded by the lack of civil documentation such as birth, death and marriage registration for Rohingya.\textsuperscript{124} While legal empowerment programmes and legal awareness sessions are ongoing across all the camps, access to formal justice systems and timely and appropriate interventions by camp authorities and law enforcement agencies remains a challenge.\textsuperscript{125} While some NGOs help fill gaps in access to justice, the absence of a cohesive camp-wide justice mechanism leads to ad-hoc dispensation of justice at the hands of non-legal actors such as CiCs and majhis who are not adequately prepared and trained to serve this critical function.\textsuperscript{126} This was particularly evident during the COVID-19 pandemic when reduced protection presence coincided with increasing crime and insecurity in the camps. This ‘patchwork’ system that does not adhere to rule of law, principles of equity, fairness, justice and accountability, fosters a culture of impunity in the camps.\textsuperscript{127}

International justice and accountability for crimes against Rohingya in Myanmar are being pursued with the proceedings in the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and International Criminal Court (ICC). While these measures have sparked a ray of hope amongst the Rohingya refugees, there are
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unrealistic expectations within the community about the impact of these proceedings on citizenship and repatriation etc.\textsuperscript{128}

The gaps in information related to international justice mechanisms have a bearing on refugees’ ability to make informed decisions about their future. Given the focus on refugee repatriation, humanitarian agencies have so far been reluctant to be involved in awareness raising on international justice mechanisms lest they be perceived to be engaging in actions discouraging returns despite the demonstrated need for more information in this regard.\textsuperscript{129}

3.2.5 Secondary protection impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic has further exacerbated pre-existing protection risks for Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh. Since April 2020, the humanitarian footprint in the camps, including protection presence, has been significantly reduced in order to manage the spread of COVID-19, with only critical life-saving programmes being allowed such as health, food distribution, LPG distributions, COVID-19 information hubs and reception of new refugee arrivals.\textsuperscript{130} Services related to protection, site-management, shelter repairs, livelihoods and education were deemed as ‘non-essential’ during this period.

In August 2020, following strong advocacy by the humanitarian community for gradual expansion of services, the RRRC allowed the implementation of a few protection activities such as reporting of safety and security concerns, GBV referrals, anti-trafficking messaging, addressing individual cases, psychosocial support etc.\textsuperscript{131} In April 2021, due to the overall deterioration of the COVID-19 situation in Bangladesh, the RRRC office directed that the total humanitarian presence in the camps be reduced by 50 per cent and the scope of activities be limited again.\textsuperscript{132}

The spread of COVID-19 has so far been contained in the camps, with 465 reported cases and 10 deaths as of April 2021.\textsuperscript{133} Rohingya refugees have also been included in national vaccination plans, with prioritised access for the most vulnerable groups, such as the elderly, frontline health workers, volunteers and teachers.\textsuperscript{134} However, the overall living conditions in the camps have deteriorated increasing their vulnerability and contributing to feelings of insecurity.\textsuperscript{135} Multi-sector needs assessments from mid-2020 show that priority needs during COVID-19 were access to shelter
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materials, food and livelihoods opportunities. As the pandemic continued, refugee concerns shifted from the threat of COVID-19 to the greater threat to their overall well-being.

Lessons learnt in the past year from the COVID-19 response in the camps demonstrate the need for proportional and balanced measures aimed at achieving both health and protection outcomes. The reduced humanitarian presence and limited availability of quality services during COVID-19 severely impacted community resilience as protection risks grew, community networks and camp security broke down, and economic vulnerabilities increased. It also depleted refugees’ trust in camp authorities and humanitarian service providers. The incremental expansion of the availability of services for Rohingya refugees, including protection related services, may help rebuild community trust and engagement, and reduce the use of negative coping strategies.

3.2.6 Humanitarian space and operational constraints

According to the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), “humanitarian space” refers to an operational environment that allows humanitarian actors to provide assistance and services according to humanitarian principles and in line with international humanitarian law. Some humanitarian agencies have also defined ‘humanitarian space’ as the ability of affected populations to access protection and services.

A recent study by ACAPS categorised Bangladesh as a country with ‘very high’ humanitarian access constraints across three key areas-access of people in need to humanitarian aid; access of humanitarian actors to affected population and security and physical constraints.

Since 2019, Bangladeshi public opinion and national media narrative towards Rohingya refugees have shifted -portraying them as criminals, drug traders and security threats. Humanitarian agencies, mainly NGOs, are faced with several bureaucratic barriers at different operational stages in the Rohingya refugee response especially since the events of August 2019 marking the second anniversary of Rohingya influx from Myanmar. A series of restrictive and reactive measures were taken by the Bangladeshi authorities such as suspension of NGO activities, increased surveillance and persistent information requests including confidential data such as patient data in COVID-19 cases, as well as personal data of Rohingya volunteers and humanitarian staff, from multiple government actors, denial/delays in visas for humanitarian staff, and telecommunications restrictions among others. There was also a crackdown on Rohingya civil society groups operational in the camps as well as those agencies which support them.
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The humanitarian community under SEG/ISCG leadership was able to advocate for resolution of some of these access constraints, for example, through centralisation of information requests through a common reporting format endorsed by the MoDMR/RRRC office. Yet, many NGOs consistently report non-compliance by camp and district authorities, resulting in restricted humanitarian access/service delivery to affected communities, delays in project approvals/closures and threats/harassment of humanitarian workers. Further, the introduction of additional security measures in the camps such as barbed wire fencing and others listed earlier have greatly limited the ability of refugees to access rights and services and hinder timely and effective delivery of humanitarian assistance to communities in need.

The Government has expressed its intention to reduce the presence of NGOs in Cox’s Bazar and international humanitarian staff, for streamlining response management and ‘lessening comfort’ in the camps to incentivise repatriation and relocation. Although the number of international humanitarian workers in the Rohingya refugee response have progressively reduced since 2017 with a simultaneous increase in national capacity, NGOs continue to face challenges in securing organisational registrations and timely work visa/work permits for technical experts and managerial staff, resulting in loss of financial and human resources and risking the quality and integrity of projects.

In practical terms, there is lack of clarity and consistency between the different government authorities entrusted with policy level and operational decision-making for the response. NGOs have to navigate multiple levels of approvals and permissions procedures to start and close their projects in the Rohingya refugee response starting from the NGO Affairs Bureau right up to the camp authorities with several layers in-between involving various Government actors such as the security and intelligence agencies, RRRC office and district/sub-district administration.

As a result, there is duplication of processes and overlapping paperwork at the central, district and camp level, causing confusion and delays in NGO registration, project approvals and closures, and slow implementation. Despite the one-year duration of the Joint Response Plan, NGOs continue to receive project permissions (FD7s) for a six-month period amidst many delays. NGOs have specifically reported facing denials or delays in approvals for protection related activities in the camps.

NGOs need to have regular and predictable interlocutors within the Government of Bangladesh. The NTF and National Committee led by MoHA should ensure that Government agencies involved in the Rohingya refugee response have a systematic process of consultation with the humanitarian community on key issues and concerns. The simplification and streamlining of existing processes that align with the operational realities through provision of clear, written guidelines will enable humanitarian access for both refugees and humanitarian actors, ensure a predictable and efficient response and help maintain the high level of international support for Rohingya refugees and host communities in Cox’s Bazar district.

3.2.7 Refugee repatriation focused policy and its impacts

Rohingya refugees and humanitarian stakeholders are in agreement with the Government of Bangladesh that there must be continued international pressure on Myanmar to create conducive
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conditions for safe, dignified and voluntary return. Refugees continue to express their strong desire to return home but express concerns about their rights and security upon return to Myanmar at this time.\[146\]

A few early attempts by the Government of Bangladesh to facilitate their return to Myanmar were put on hold in 2018 and 2019. Following the military coup in Myanmar in February 2021, there is more uncertainty with regard to the future of Rohingya refugees in the country and in the region. Despite strong indications that the Rohingya crisis will not be resolved in the near future, the Government of Bangladesh has continued its calls for speeding up Rohingya repatriation while imposing stricter restrictions on refugees and humanitarian operations in the Cox’s Bazar camps.

The current policy focus on short-term humanitarian planning and expedited repatriation in Bangladesh will not automatically foster a political solution in Myanmar and address the root causes of the conflict. Neither will the restrictions placed on Rohingya refugees and curbs on humanitarian access in the camps deter forced displacement of Rohingya refugees from Myanmar into Bangladesh.\[147\]

Sustainable solutions in Myanmar will not be found by depriving Rohingya of their rights and the opportunity to develop their skills and capacities to reintegrate in Myanmar when the conditions so allow, including access to education and livelihoods.\[148\] Without formal status and legal rights, Rohingya refugees will remain dependent on shrinking humanitarian aid, vulnerable to exploitation and inter-community conflicts further affecting overall security and stability in the camps and Cox’s Bazar district.\[149\]

Most importantly, meaningful Rohingya participation, including women and youth, in key decisions about their daily lives and futures through formal community representative structures, community consultations and empowerment of Rohingya civil society groups is critical.\[150\] This will likely lead to better protection outcomes, more fit-for-purpose programs and policies, and ensure greater compliance and shared ownership of programs and policies. Government-facilitated support for refugee rights, increased refugee self-reliance, and growing trade relations between refugee and host communities will also have a positive impact,\[151\] contributing to ‘peaceful coexistence’ between communities who will engage with each other on terms of trust, dignity and respect.

### 3.3 Refugee protection advocacy

Within a shrinking protection space, it is critical that refugee protection advocacy is scaled up. In the context of the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh, independent assessments of the response from the point of view of three key humanitarian actors-UNHCR, IOM and UNICEF, illustrates the
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different understandings of protection in the humanitarian response resulting in uneven and fragmented delivery of protection services.\textsuperscript{152}

While protection mainstreaming trainings have been delivered, implementation remains an ongoing challenge with varying degrees of refugee protection expertise and prioritisation among humanitarian partners.\textsuperscript{153} Focal points for protection, child protection, GBV and Protection against Sexual Exploitation and Abuse (PSEA) along with Protection Emergency Response Units (PERU) are deployed at camp-level to ensure camp-level coordination, community engagement and identification/referral of protection cases.\textsuperscript{154}

Protection mainstreaming can also be strengthened through greater engagement with human rights mechanisms and actors in line with GCR commitments and the whole-of-society-approach. Globally, UNHCR’s alliances with human rights systems has yielded positive protection outcomes such as changes in national legislations and policies, improved programming and coordination as well as follow-up and referrals in individual cases.

The complex humanitarian coordination structure in the Rohingya refugee response in a restrictive protection environment has affected protection delivery. It is imperative that technical expertise is complemented by innovative programming, strong networks, operational partnerships and diversified/independent funding streams for protection NGOs in order to successfully prioritise and centralise refugee protection.\textsuperscript{155}

3.3.1 Leadership and meaningful participation of affected communities

Independent evaluations of UNHCR, UNICEF and IOM’s response to the Rohingya crisis in Bangladesh found gaps\textsuperscript{156} in accountability to affected populations (AAP).\textsuperscript{157} Since 2019, the Joint Response Plans have incorporated an Accountability Manifesto\textsuperscript{158} to ensure that timely and accurate information is provided, feedback collected from refugee and host communities through multiple channels and effective resolution of feedback/complaints by relevant actors. The manifesto is to be implemented across camps and sectors by the Communications with Communities (CwC) Working Group. However, concerns have been raised about the quality of accountability mechanisms and awareness of the manifesto among different stakeholders, including affected communities.
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The CwC Working Group through its partners has been successful in expanding information and outreach, including during COVID-19 and training refugee community volunteers. However, there needs to be a fundamental shift from messaging to meaningful participation of Rohingya, through Rohingya-to-Rohingya engagement, community-based representation structures, broader and inclusive consultations by age, gender and diversity considerations. A survey by Ground Truth Solutions in early 2020 showed that while trust levels are high between Rohingya refugees and humanitarian workers, there is much work to be done with regard to increasing awareness of available services and feedback and complaints mechanisms among both refugees and host communities. Only 19% of those aware of complaints mechanisms had filed a complaint due to reliance on community justice mechanisms.

The complaints and feedback mechanisms currently operational in the camps need to be followed up by establishing a consistent and open dialogue with a diversity of actors in the Rohingya community, including men, women, youth, persons with disabilities etc, and critical self-reflection by the humanitarian community about gaps in services and accountability, in the spirit of mutual trust, respect and understanding.

In 2017-18, Rohingya civil society organisations (CSOs) were beginning to grow within the Cox’s Bazar camps to advocate for their rights, including women and youth groups tackling diverse issues ranging from community representation, education, livelihoods and international justice and accountability. This advocacy space was however, clamped down by Bangladeshi authorities following the events of August 2019, along with greater scrutiny of agencies supporting Rohingya CSOs.

These groups coped with these developments by gradually shifting their focus from political and rights-based advocacy towards community development. They work with limited resources and struggle for community-wide outreach. Their engagement with Bangladeshi authorities, humanitarian actors and host communities remain limited. A stakeholder mapping exercise by CwC Working Group (2020) shows that out of the 77 community-based groups working with refugees and host communities in Ukhiya and Teknaf, only 26 were receiving in-kind or financial support from humanitarian agencies despite supporting their work on awareness raising and implementation of programmes.

Thousands of Rohingya refugees serve as volunteers and frontline responders in the camps supporting critical service delivery and provision of lifesaving information to communities in need. Yet, humanitarian agencies are not allowed to hire them as staff due to their tenuous legal status. They are not recognised as legitimate humanitarian actors and their valuable insights and perspectives are missing from daily programming decisions to larger operational prioritisation.
In the past year, Rohingya volunteers, especially female volunteers have reported instances of harassment and threats, at the hands of their own community, to prevent their engagement with the humanitarian response. Many Rohingya volunteers were forced to withdraw from their roles as teachers, health workers and community mobilisers citing safety concerns, impacting service delivery in the camps.165

Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh have faced restrictions since 1992 and have devised creative solutions to address their community’s needs over the years. These skills and capacities have not been adequately mapped and mainstreamed within the humanitarian response, allowing other actors such as humanitarian agencies, human rights groups, researchers, academia and media, among others, to routinely claim that space and represent Rohingya voices, overlooking the community’s role as legitimate humanitarian actors.166

3.3.2 Divisions and the need for joint advocacy
Since August 2019, severe restrictions were imposed on NGOs working in the Rohingya camps curbing their ability to deliver humanitarian aid effectively as well as engage in collective advocacy and action on critical protection concerns. Many NGO activities were suspended167 some NGOs were banned168 from operating in the camps while others were warned against conducting anti-repatriation and anti-government activities and encouraging longer-term stay of Rohingya refugees.169

A large majority of humanitarian workers are Bangladeshi nationals, mainly from Cox’s Bazar district. Yet, there is growing anti-NGO sentiment, and this includes a particular opposition to the presence of international actors, who are accused of prioritising Rohingya over host communities and taking away local jobs. This growing division among communities and among humanitarian stakeholders is concerning, and there is a need to promote solidarity and collaboration as a priority and as a fundamental and non-negotiable principle of work.

In recent years, the civic space in Bangladesh has shrunk with many reported instances of crackdowns against NGOs. This has also led to the polarisation of civil society movements along nationalistic and political party lines.170 While service delivery by NGOs is tolerated, their involvement in policy-making processes is curtailed.171 The restrictive provisions of the Foreign Donations (Voluntary Activities) Regulation Act, 2016 and the draft Volunteer Social Welfare Organisations (Registration and Control) Act, 2019, have raised serious concerns about the ability of NGOs to deliver their mandate in an...
independent and transparent manner.\textsuperscript{172} Reports also indicate that the provisions of the Digital Security Act, 2018 are being used against media and civil society groups to curtail their freedom of speech and expression.\textsuperscript{173}

The Government’s short-term strategy focused on repatriation, within a politicised operational environment, shapes collective public-facing NGO engagement in the humanitarian response. Certain government actions have created an environment of fear and uncertainty. These include bans and suspensions on NGO activities, direct and indirect threats to NGO operations, delayed project approvals and completion processes, and increased surveillance and scrutiny of camp projects and staff. This has made it increasingly tough for NGOs to balance the humanitarian imperative with advocacy goals, in line with the core humanitarian principle of ‘do no harm’. This has resulted in situations of self-censorship and cautious protection and operational advocacy initiatives, in order to preserve humanitarian access.\textsuperscript{174}

A study by Asia Displacement and Solutions Platform (ADSP) highlights the partisan context that NGOs in Coz’s Bazar operate in. NGO operations in the Rohingya refugee response in Cox’s Bazar are influenced by Bangladesh’s dual political imperative with regard to Rohingya refugees-temporariness of stay and prompt repatriation. Their role, mandates and capacities are mediated by several factors, such as the complex administrative and policy frameworks, increasing limitations and controls on the scope of humanitarian operations, and delicate relationships with local authorities and political actors.\textsuperscript{175} The NGO space is also dominated by a contested localisation debate which hinders prospects for strong NGO partnerships and coordination often at the cost of advancing refugee protection.\textsuperscript{176} As NGOs try to work around these controls, the lack of strong collective advocacy and coordination contributes, in part, to the reinforcement of a restrictive operational environment.\textsuperscript{177}

For example, relocation to Bhasan Char led to tensions between the Bangladeshi authorities and the humanitarian community. This event presented an ethical dilemma for the aid community who are struggling to strike a fine balance between advocating for easing restrictions and improvement of overall camp conditions for a large majority of Rohingya refugees in Cox’s Bazar and negotiating for access to the island where a smaller group of refugees have been relocated.

Despite these obstacles, humanitarian agencies have undertaken joint advocacy initiatives in collaboration with their counterparts in Myanmar and the region, on highlighting the general plight of
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Rohingya refugees, lifting telecommunications restrictions during COVID-19, expanding education and livelihoods opportunities, and localisation of aid among others. More recently, empirical research jointly conducted by UN agencies and NGO partners have also enabled evidence-based advocacy on thematic and multi-sectoral issues, including the impact of COVID-19. Some of the protection advocacy gaps by Cox’s Bazar based agencies and networks have been addressed by the efforts of international human rights groups and regional and global humanitarian platforms.

Alongside continued global advocacy for justice and accountability for crimes against Rohingya in Myanmar, and the creation of sustainable conditions of return, the humanitarian and diplomatic community must harness their capacities and resources, in order to amplify advocacy messages, as well as to mobilise international and regional protection and displacement solutions for Rohingya refugees. Such efforts may gradually ease the pressure on Bangladesh culminating in the roll-back of restrictive policies and expansion of refugee protection space.

With regard to collective advocacy and its impacts, there are important lessons to be learnt from the Myanmar experience. Despite the strong commitment of humanitarian, development and international actors working in Rakhine State amidst mounting pressures and challenges, the operational and advocacy strategies chosen by these agencies consistently prioritised smooth relationships with Myanmar authorities, diluting respect for human rights and humanitarian principles in the process. The humanitarian community in Bangladesh must collectively strive to negotiate for a space where they can hold the Government accountable in line with international human rights standards and humanitarian principles, while at the same time, maintaining a cordial and respectful relationship with them as humanitarian partners. While difficult and risky, this can be achieved through collective engagement balancing quiet diplomacy with public advocacy efforts. Consistent information sharing, evidence-based research and targeted advocacy initiatives at global, regional and local levels will help counter negative government reactions and gradually foster a culture of transparency and accountability, also enhancing the legitimacy and credibility of humanitarian actors in the process.
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3.3.3 Need for sector-specific and response-wide advocacy strategies

An example of successful protection advocacy in the Rohingya refugee response is the agreement of the Government of Bangladesh to allow schooling for Rohingya children in the camps in early 2020 through a pilot programme of the Myanmar curriculum.189 Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the pilot project could not be implemented in 2020 and is aimed to be initiated in 2021. In 2020, the education Sector in Cox’s Bazar, co-led by UNICEF and Save the Children, has developed a clear advocacy strategy for 2020-21 to strengthen refugee children’s and youth’s access to academic education and technical/vocational education and training, in collaboration with a working group comprised by UN agencies and NGO partners.

The education sector’s advocacy strategy, premised on actualising a set of policy decisions of the Government, may provide important lessons for other sectors, including protection, to engage with their partners and advance similar advocacy plans within the sector strategy framework aimed at influencing the policy and practice on refugee protection.

There is a need to develop a response-wide protection advocacy strategy under SEG’s leadership, in line with the objectives of the Joint Response Plan and guided by the protection framework. An advocacy strategy developed though consultations among humanitarian partners will likely create space to secure an open engagement with the Bangladeshi authorities and will be a positive step towards achieving a common understanding on refugee protection with diverse stakeholders and gradually achieve positive protection outcomes.

3.4 Conclusion

The short-term policy approach towards Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh has enabled the delivery of humanitarian aid in a complex setting where adherence to humanitarian and human rights principles and the quality and accountability of humanitarian protection and assistance stands compromised. Other regional governments may also benefit from this status quo, as onward movement of Rohingya to their countries are somewhat contained, allowing them to avoid their obligations under international law. Nevertheless, such a short-term outlook based on pursuing temporary strategies aimed at refugee repatriation, in the fourth year of the response, does harm to Bangladesh’s longer term economic, security and political interests, thereby exposing both Rohingya and host communities to greater insecurity and instability. The potential for future tensions and further displacement is intensified by the presence of an idle, aid dependent population with limited access to education, livelihoods, and justice. Declining trust and growing divisions between refugees, host communities and humanitarian stakeholders undermines security, as well as protection and the general effectiveness of the response. The shifting policy landscape in Bangladesh demonstrated by an increased prioritisation of national security interests does not acknowledge the identity of Rohingya as stateless persons and refugees. The lack of meaningful inclusion and participation of the Rohingya themselves in cooperative mechanisms and decision-making processes erodes their sense of dignity and security.
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The fragile protection and security situation of Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh underscores the need for a robust legal and policy framework for refugees and strong inter-sectoral coordination with clear accountability mechanisms. Bangladesh needs strong support of the international community in sharing responsibility for the protection of Rohingya refugees and pushing for accountability in Myanmar. Regional cooperation in the Rohingya crisis must also be pursued.
Chapter 4: Humanitarian Coordination

4.1 Coordination architecture in the Rohingya Refugee Response in Bangladesh

Bangladesh has rich experience and national and local capacity to deal with disaster risk reduction and response. Since 2012, a Humanitarian Coordination Task Team (HCTT) is in place under the Government’s Local Consultative Group-Disaster Emergency Response, mandated to work during natural disasters. However, due to the restrictive approach towards Rohingya refugees since the 1990s allowing a very limited set of international humanitarian actors in the camps, national and local agencies and their staff have far less experience and engagement with humanitarian action in a forced displacement setting, such as in the aftermath of the Rohingya refugee influx of 2017.¹⁹⁰

A 2017 report by Refugees International¹⁹¹ observed as follows:

> The reluctance of the Government of Bangladesh to recognise Rohingya as refugees has led to a humanitarian response structure unlike any other in the world, one in which the national structure is not aligned with the international response and the international response not consistent with global best practices.

Coordination in the Rohingya refugee response is complex and reflects the inter-agency dynamics and the policy environment in Bangladesh.¹⁹² Such coordination plays out at three levels-national, Cox’s Bazar and camp level, with the Government of Bangladesh, humanitarian partners comprised of United Nations agencies, Bangladesh and international NGOs, donors, host communities and Rohingya refugees themselves, as key stakeholders.

4.1.1 National Level

4.1.1.1 Government of Bangladesh

At the national level, the National Task Force (NTF)¹⁹³ chaired by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was established in accordance with the “National Strategy on Myanmar Refugees and Undocumented Myanmar Nationals” (2013). The NTF provides overall oversight and strategic guidance to the response. In parallel, the NGO Affairs Bureau (NGOAB) under the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) is a key player who gives permissions to NGOs receiving foreign funding to operate in Cox’s Bazar.¹⁹⁴

In December 2020, the Government of Bangladesh formed a 17-member national level Committee (hereinafter National Committee) under the leadership of the Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA) for

---


¹⁹² Sida et al., supra n. 57.

¹⁹³ NTF is chaired by the Foreign Secretary of Bangladesh and includes 29 Ministries and entities. The NTF is primarily a Government body with limited scope for humanitarian engagement (Sometimes, SEG Co-Chairs and ISCG Senior Coordinator may be invited to provide information/inputs on key issues).

¹⁹⁴ Types of permission include FD 1 (for foreign NGO registration); FD6 (longer-term programmes); FD7 (short term emergency projects, including camp-based projects and special COVID-19 related projects)
the coordination of law and order and management of Rohingya camps and repatriation related activities. The committee was given the power to observe and review the decisions taken by NTF and other related government bodies on Rohingya refugees.195

4.1.1.2 United Nations and Strategic Executive Group (SEG)

The humanitarian actors receive policy and strategic guidance from the Strategic Executive Group (SEG) co-chaired by the UN Resident Coordinator (UNRC) and country representatives of IOM and UNHCR. The SEG is represented by Heads of UN agencies, MSF, IFRC, ICRC, Bangladeshi/international NGOs196 as well as the donor group representatives. Within the SEG, there are two working groups, the Localisation Task Force (LTF)197 and Protection Advocacy Working Group (PAWG)198 represented by UN agencies, donors and Bangladeshi/international NGOs. The SEG is accountable for the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh.

4.1.1.3 NGO coordination mechanisms

At the national level, there are a number of NGO networks for Bangladeshi and international NGOs. Bangladeshi NGO fora such as National Alliance of Humanitarian Actors Bangladesh (NAHAB), NIRAPAD, BDPC, Association of Development Agencies in Bangladesh (ADAB), Federation of NGOs in Bangladesh (FNB) etc include humanitarian actors as members but are focused on disaster preparedness and response and not on Rohingya refugee related issues.

The INGO Forum is a voluntary group of INGOs operating in Bangladesh. The INGO Emergency Sub-Committee (INGO ESC) consists of senior staff of INGOs with humanitarian operations,199 including in the Rohingya refugee response.

Given the diversity of NGO coordination networks at the national level and the need to streamline NGO engagement and advocacy, the Civil Society Organisation (CSO) Alliance was recently formed in December 2020, inviting both Bangladeshi and international NGOs to join as members. It is hoped that the alliance will grow to play an important role in creating stronger linkages between NGO networks at the national and Cox’s Bazar level, pave greater opportunities for trust-building between stakeholders and expand the scope of joint advocacy and action.

196 At present, the NGO community at SEG is represented by Bangladesh Rohingya Response NGO Platform (NGO Platform), 2 international NGOs (International Rescue Committee (IRC) and Plan International) and 1 Bangladeshi NGO (COAST Trust).
197 To advance Grand Bargain commitments on localisation, in May 2019, the Terms of Reference for the Localisation Task Force (LTF) were endorsed by the SEG. The LTF is co-chaired at the Dhaka level by UNDP and IFRC. The objective of the LTF is to improve humanitarian outcomes in Cox’s Bazar, by recommending a practical localisation strategy, including maximizing the indirect benefits of the operation to Bangladeshi communities through, for example, local procurement.
198 PAWG was established in 2020 as a subsidiary of the SEG with membership of UN, donors and Bangladeshi/international NGOs to collate and analyse protection trends in Cox’s Bazar, identify priority protection issues that are best addressed and followed up at the national level, and develop advocacy strategies taking full advantage of diverse actors including high level interlocutors.
4.1.2 Cox’s Bazar level

4.1.2.1 Government of Bangladesh

At the Cox’s Bazar level, the Ministry of Disaster Management and Relief (MoDMR) represented by the Office of the Refugee Relief and Repatriation Commissioner (RRRC) is mandated to oversee the refugee operations in the camps. The Deputy Commissioner (DC) along with the Union Parishads and Upazila Nirbahi Officers (UNOs) lead the civil administration of the district (Zila) and sub-districts (Upazilas) and are responsible for the operational coordination of efforts for Bangladeshi host communities, disaster relief and for ensuring security and law and order.200

4.1.2.2 United Nations/ISCG

The Inter-Sector Coordination Group (ISCG) led by the Senior Coordinator201 ensures humanitarian coordination with partners, RRRC and authorities at the district and sub-district level. The ISCG Senior Coordinator reports to the SEG Co-Chairs and convenes the Sector Coordinators in the Rohingya refugee response—Protection (including child protection and gender-based violence), Site Management and Site Development (SMSD), Food Security, Health, Education, Nutrition, Shelter/Non-Food Items (NFI), Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH), Communication with Communities (CwC), Logistics and Emergency Telecommunications Services (ETS) and Coordination. The Senior Coordinator chairs meetings of the Heads of Sub-Office group (HoSoG) that brings together Heads of UN agencies, Bangladeshi/international NGOs and donor representatives based in Cox’s Bazar.

---

200 JRP 2020, supra n. 64.
201 The role of the ISCG is explained in detail in JRP 2020, Ibid.
Protection mainstreaming focal points have so far been embedded in three sectors- WASH, SMSD and Health.

4.1.2.3 NGO coordination

Alongside the Bangladeshi authorities, the local community of Cox’s Bazar and Bangladeshi NGOs within and outside Cox’s Bazar district and community-based organisations (CBOs), played a critical role in providing immediate support to Rohingya refugees in the days following the August 2017 influx. At the time, a handful of international NGOs were operational in Cox’s Bazar. Over the next few weeks, UN agencies and more international NGOs stepped in to support the humanitarian emergency. In 2020, 117 partners were part of the Joint Response Plan, including 8 UN agencies, 61 Bangladeshi NGOs and 48 international NGOs. The Red Cross and Red Crescent movement and Medecins Sans Frontiers (MSF) are also supporting the response along with many other civil society, faith-based organisations and government agencies.

During the early phase of the emergency response in 2017, the ISCG had an NGO liaison function within its Secretariat to support NGO coordination. Subsequently, responding to the need expressed by some agencies to have an independent NGO coordination mechanism as is common in many humanitarian emergencies, the Bangladesh Rohingya Response NGO Platform was established in mid-2018, with the objective of strengthening NGO coordination and joint advocacy in the response.

In parallel, the Cox’s Bazar CSO NGO Forum (CCNF), a network of more than 50 Bangladeshi CSOs working in the Rohingya refugee response in Cox’s Bazar is also playing a critical role in NGO coordination. CCNF focuses on strengthening local civil society and, upholding localisation and accountability principles. CCNF also works in close coordination with Bangladeshi authorities. Several of the CCNF member organisations are local Cox’s Bazar based NGOs and many of them are also members of the NGO Platform. COAST Trust, one of the CCNF Co-Chairs, is a member of the SEG and represents NGO issues in humanitarian coordination along with the NGO Platform Coordinator and two other international NGOs.

4.1.3 Camp level

4.1.3.1 Government of Bangladesh

At the camp level, civil servants are appointed on a rotational basis as Camp-in-Charges (CiCs) by RRRC. The CiCs are drawn from different government departments for the daily administration and delivery of assistance in the camps. CiCs are the key decision-makers at the camp level and exert significant influence over all camp-based actors. In principle, they are accountable to the RRRC. However, humanitarian agencies have reported challenges at the camp level wherein discretionary and ad-hoc decisions by CiCs in relation to arbitrary information requests inconsistent with agreed reporting guidelines with RRRC, imposition of new and uncertain rules for camp-based operations and project implementation, temporary or permanent blockage of activities and organisations without

---

providing adequate reasons or notice etc. The frequent turnover of CiCs also serves as a barrier to smooth delivery of humanitarian services in the camps.

As of July 2020, the Armed Police Battalion (APBn), a special Unit of the Bangladesh police, has taken over the responsibility of maintaining safety and security of all the camps.\textsuperscript{206} The Bangladeshi army plays a critical role in overseeing food and NFI distributions and maintaining safety and security in the camps. A Camp Commander coordinates military activities in the camp.

Closer civil-military coordination and clearer demarcation of roles and responsibilities between humanitarian and security actors will help preserve the civil and humanitarian character through a holistic security risk management system that aims to protect refugees from violence and insecurity and enable smooth humanitarian access.\textsuperscript{207}

4.1.3.2 United Nations/ Site Management and Site Development Sector (SMSD)

Since the influx in 2017, a new system was devised by IOM and OCHA that divided the responsibility of camp management between IOM and UNHCR also known as Areas of Operation (AOR).\textsuperscript{208} The Site Management and Site Development (SMSD) sector co-led by RRRC office together with IOM and the Danish Refugee Council (DRC) supports the CiCs in managing camp operations.\textsuperscript{209}

While inter-agency camp coordination has improved with ISCG engagement through goodwill and pragmatic arrangements,\textsuperscript{210} there is a need to develop more streamlined, efficient and accountable structures and processes at the camp-level to build a fit-for-purpose coordination structure.\textsuperscript{211}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{206} UNHCR, \textit{supra} n.16.
\textsuperscript{207} See, UNHCR, Guidance Note on Maintaining the Civilian and Humanitarian Character of Asylum, December 2018, available at \url{https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/452b9bca2.pdf}
\textsuperscript{208} Sida \textit{et.al}, \textit{supra} n. 57.
\textsuperscript{209} \textit{Ibid}
\textsuperscript{210} \textit{Ibid}, p. 86
\textsuperscript{211} JRP 2020, \textit{supra} n. 64, p. 38
\end{flushleft}
Figure 3: Map showing Areas of Operation (AOR) in Site Management of Rohingya camps (Source: SMSD sector)
4.1.3.3 NGO coordination

Camp level sector focal points drawn from operational agencies participate in the camp coordination meetings chaired by CiCs and help to coordinate service delivery within the camp. CiCs and SMSD sector team work together with sector focal points to ensure issues are identified and addressed in a timely manner at the camp level.\(^{212}\)

4.1.3.4 Refugee community structures

The Bangladeshi army set up the ‘majhi system’\(^{213}\) in the 1990s to organise humanitarian assistance for Rohingya refugees. The majhi (directly translated in English as ‘boat steersman’) is a Rohingya community representative, usually a man, informally selected by camp authorities to support officials in maintaining law and order and act as a focal point for camp management activities. The majhi system was abolished in 2007 in the two UNHCR registered camps due to allegations of corruption and abuse of authority but continued to be operational in the unregistered settlements near the UNHCR camps where humanitarian presence was limited.

Following the influx of August 2017, the majhi system was re-introduced to manage large-scale humanitarian assistance. The majhi oversees one block representing 50-200 households divided into sub-blocks. Above the majhi is a head majhi who directly reports to the CiC. The selection process for majhis is not formalised and they are accountable to camp authorities and not to the refugee community.\(^{214}\)

The majhis help manage the large refugee influx by estimating the population, identifying immediate needs, organising aid distribution and referring them to relevant service providers. Over time, the CiCs and army have used majhis as informal camp focal points therefore vesting them with a certain level of power and influence over their community.\(^{215}\) In spite of undertaking such a wide range of duties requiring a lot of time and effort, majhis do not receive any remuneration for performing these tasks.

The lack of accountability and disproportionate power relations have resulted in information gaps, corruption, exclusion of persons from accessing aid, manipulation of distribution lists and sexual exploitation and abuse.\(^{216}\) The majhis act as a buffer between refugees and humanitarian agencies, thereby hindering identification of protection risks, understanding the root causes and responding to them in a timely manner.\(^{217}\)

In the two registered camps managed by UNHCR, elected camp/block committees have replaced the majhi system since 2015-16.\(^{218}\) The committees are represented by elected refugee representatives, including women, through a transparent and consultative process conducted jointly by UNHCR and RRRC.\(^{219}\) In July 2018, the SMSD sector convened a task force to develop guidelines for community-
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\(^{212}\) *Ibid*, p. 39

\(^{213}\) ACAPS-NPM, supra n. 206.

\(^{214}\) IRC, supra n. 118.

\(^{215}\) ACAPS-NPM, supra n. 206.

\(^{216}\) IRC, supra n. 118.


\(^{218}\) *Ibid*.

\(^{219}\) ACAPS-NPM, supra n. 206.
based camp representation structures in line with UNHCR’s efforts in the registered camps, which are yet to be endorsed by the RRRC. At present, community representative structures have only been established in a few camps.\(^{220}\) Some reports\(^ {221}\) point out that majhis themselves are opposed to the shift to the new system and have allegedly made attempts to disrupt the process through harassment and threats to community members. Yet, where the new process was piloted, only very few of the existing majhis who stood for the committee elections were elected.\(^ {222}\)

In Teknaf, where refugees and host communities are living in close proximity in ‘para’ (neighbourhoods), Para Development Committees (PDCs)\(^ {223}\) have been constituted to facilitate interactions between both communities, identify common needs and resolve disputes in collaboration with Bangladeshi authorities and the humanitarian community. The PDCs were set up by the Site Management and Site Development (SMSD) sector and partners. As of 2019, there were 10 PDCs with 11 members each (6 host community members and 5 Rohingya refugee members). There are 3 women representatives in each PDC.\(^ {224}\) This particular model warrants further exploration to better understand the impact on social cohesion and extent of meaningful community participation in decision-making processes.

There are several community-based groups operational in the camps but due to increased Government scrutiny, shrinking funding and telecommunications restrictions, the scope of their activities and engagement with humanitarian actors remains limited. Expansion of community representative structures is urgently required to build and support Rohingya leadership and ensure their meaningful participation in decision-making processes.

There is a need to explore Rohingya community structures and dynamics in the camps in greater depth to better understand how they identify and organise themselves in a displacement context. A study by IOM (2020) shows that Rohingya in the camps identify and organise themselves along three lines—gusshi (clan), shomaz (community) and koum (ethnic group or nation).\(^ {225}\) These factors have informed the formation of Rohingya civil society groups and claims of community leadership. Closer interactions with these structures will deepen understanding of the differences and divisions within the Rohingya community as well as help identify cultural similarities between Rohingya and host communities and how humanitarian programming can help re-establish social ties and community engagement mechanisms without perpetuating harmful social norms like exclusion of women representatives and other marginalised groups.\(^ {226}\)

\(^{220}\) JRP 2020, supra n. 64, p. 53.

\(^{221}\) IRC, supra n. 118.

\(^{222}\) Ibid.

\(^{223}\) ACAPS-NPM, supra n. 206.
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### Levels / Actors in Rohingya Response Coordination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Level</th>
<th>Cox’s Bazar Level</th>
<th>Camp Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gov’t</strong></td>
<td>- National Committee (under MoHA)</td>
<td>- Office of the Refugee Relief and Repatriation Commissioner (RRRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- National Task Force</td>
<td>- District/Sub-district Admin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Ministry of Disaster Management and Relief (MoDMR)</td>
<td>- Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- NGO Affairs Bureau (NGOAB)</td>
<td>- Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN</strong></td>
<td>- Strategic Executive Group (SEG)</td>
<td>- Inter Sector Coordination Group (ISCG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Localisation Task Force (LTF)</td>
<td>- Heads of Sub-Office Group (HoSoG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Protection Advocacy Working Group (PAWG)</td>
<td>- Sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Donors</strong></td>
<td>- Members of SEG (including LTF and PAWG)</td>
<td>- Members of HoSoG, participate in Sector Coordination Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bilateral engagement with govt authorities, UN and NGOs</td>
<td>- Bilateral engagement with RRRC, district authorities, UN, and NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NGOs</strong></td>
<td>Formal and informal INGO/Bangladesh NGO networks</td>
<td>NGO Networks:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Disaster Preparedness (NAHAB; NIRAPAD; BDPC; ADAB; FNB)</td>
<td>- Bangladesh Rohingya Response NGO Platform (NGO Platform)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rohingya response (The INGO Forum and INGO ESC; CSO Alliance)</td>
<td>- Cox’s Bazar CSO-NGO Forum (CCNF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refugees</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Levels / Actors in Rohingya Response Coordination

#### 4.2 Effectiveness of the humanitarian coordination model

The effectiveness of humanitarian coordination is dependent on a number of factors such as the legal and protection policy environment, the dynamics between the government, humanitarian community and refugees, and the relationship/cooperation between humanitarian partners themselves. The government coordination structures sometimes operate in parallel to the UN-led coordination structures, engaging with humanitarian actors and taking ad-hoc decisions related to the response, outside of the scope of the JRP and the designated humanitarian coordination fora. Overall, while the Government of Bangladesh is leading the Rohingya refugee response with support from UN and NGO
partners, the lines of accountability remain unclear, as no single entity can be held entirely responsible for any potential failures.  

As per the findings from a Disaster Emergency Committee (DEC) Review of the Response (2018),

The lack of a refugee response framework or strategy, focusing on the rights of refugees, from the start has had an impact on the quality of the response. Humanitarian action cannot be focused exclusively on the delivery of services. It must be provided with a Protection mind-set from the outset. In addition, organisations must also analyse the coordination framework in which they are working. The UN – particularly UNHCR and IOM – could have worked with the government to ensure clarity on the coordination model…. The mixture between the two models has created greater confusion. The Review Team feels that too few NGOs have a clear understanding of the models behind the UN’s humanitarian coordination – or the legal mandate of UNHCR (in comparison to IOM).

4.2.1 Inter-agency coordination and its limits

4.2.1.1 United Nations led coordination structure

In terms of camp-level coordination, half the refugee population living in the camps is managed by IOM while the other half is managed by UNHCR based on a geographic division of responsibility or areas of operation (AOR). Such division of labour at the camp level has created service delivery gaps across camps and highlighted the need for harmonisation of camp management and stronger inter-sectoral coordination.

The ISCG established prior to August 2017 was initially led by IOM and resembles the cluster approach that is in place globally for internal displacement (IDP) settings. Following the influx in August 2017, the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) deployed a Coordinator reporting to IOM and to the UN Resident Coordinator. Since January 2018, following the formation of SEG, the ISCG Senior Coordinator was seconded from UNHCR and the ISCG Secretariat was comprised of staff and thematic experts from different UN agencies. The sectors were led by UN agencies, with NGO co-lead roles in some sectors (education, WASH, Shelter/NFI, Site Management). Traditionally, UNHCR is the lead agency for refugee responses around the world. However, in the context of the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh, a silo-ed cluster/sectoral approach is adopted that has impacted integrated humanitarian coordination.

The hybrid coordination structure described earlier has continued to adjust itself to the evolving protection and operational environment in Bangladesh. However, the continued reluctance of the Government of Bangladesh in recognising Rohingya as refugees and the absence of a clear and predictable operational framework in the response runs the risk of diluting responsibility and accountability principles and limits the scope of achieving refugee rights and protection.

4.2.1.2 Complexity of NGO Coordination

More than 130 Bangladeshi (national and local) and international NGOs are supporting Rohingya refugees and host communities in Cox’s Bazar. Many of them are part of the formal humanitarian
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229 Sida and Schenkenberg, supra n. 152, p. 16
230 DEC Review, supra n.228, p. 28
231 Sida et.al, supra n. 57, pp. 8-9
coordination structures, a few as members of decision-making bodies like HoSoG and SEG, a few as sector co-leads and others as sector partners and UN implementing partners. The access and inclusion of NGOs in the coordination system remains uneven depending on their size, programme focus areas, funding, partnerships etc. Representation of NGOs, especially Bangladeshi NGOs, remain limited in sectors, as co-leads and Strategic Advisory Group (SAG) members. Language is a key barrier for local NGOs to actively participate in these roles as English remains the main language of communication in the response with limited translation facilities in the local language. Complex documents and use of jargon also exclude many NGO partners.²³²

As described earlier, a number of NGO coordination bodies are currently operational in Bangladesh, both at the Dhaka and Cox’s Bazar level, that includes many, if not all NGOs working in the Rohingya refugee response, with the broader common objective of strengthening NGO cooperation and easing delivery of programmes. Yet, these diverse mechanisms do not adequately interact with and complement each other to build synergies and common positions on key issues of concern. Some factors that undermine collective NGO engagement and action are as follows:

a. **Challenging operational environment**: Humanitarian agencies are working in a challenging operational context in a deteriorating environment. Restrictive government policies and practices undermine their ability to operate and deliver programmes efficiently and effectively. It also limits the scope for collective NGO advocacy and action on refugee protection and humanitarian access thereby continuing the cycle of restrictive programming.

b. **Competing objectives**: The Government of Bangladesh has a short-term view of the Rohingya crisis with a focus on expedited refugee repatriation. This has made it difficult for humanitarian partners to plan for multi-year interventions in the Rohingya refugee response despite the growing needs in a protracted displacement context. Amidst growing tensions between refugees and host communities, local NGOs/CSOs reported facing challenges in balancing their programmes for Rohingya refugees and host communities. While there is a need to consider the needs of host communities as an integral part of the Rohingya refugee response, the growing pressure on the humanitarian community to allocate additional funds towards meeting longer-term development needs within the short-term humanitarian response framework, without conducting prior assessments and consultations with affected communities could be inefficient and inexpedient.

c. **Dynamics between international and Bangladeshi NGOs**: There are many strong partnerships between international agencies (UN and international NGOs) and Bangladeshi NGOs in the Rohingya refugee response but there are differing perspectives on capacities of both international and local actors, and ways of collaboration. There is general agreement in the wider humanitarian community on the need for localisation of the response but the road to building consensus on the way forward remains contested (discussed in detail in Chapter 5).

Many Bangladeshi NGOs have been supporting the Government-led disaster response but their role becomes complex in a sensitive refugee context (where refugees are not formally recognised

as such by the host country), when advocating for the rights of affected populations in line with international humanitarian principles.\textsuperscript{233} Similarly, international NGOs, while having strong technical capacity and financial resources, may be constrained by their limited understanding of the local context and their inability to build collaborative linkages with local stakeholders.\textsuperscript{234}

The dynamic between international and Bangladeshi NGOs is also affected by their need to secure additional funding or gain recognition or visibility in the response as preferred Government/UN/donor/partners. The competition for scarce resources in a fast-evolving aid landscape and lack of trust hinders NGOs’ capacity to fulfil their primary role in meeting the needs and upholding the rights of affected communities.\textsuperscript{235}

At present, NGO coordination comprises of parallel systems at the Dhaka and Cox’s Bazar level operating without a shared understanding of issues and alignment of goals. Individual NGO networks have consistently made key advocacy interventions, for example, CCNF on localisation of aid or the NGO Platform on humanitarian access constraints or refugee protection concerns. However, the impact of these efforts has been thwarted by divergent priorities and fragmentation of rich and diverse knowledge and capacity. Moving into the fourth year of the Rohingya refugee response, creating a space for fostering an honest dialogue between NGOs while gradually shifting the discourse from individual/group interests to securing the rights of affected refugee and host communities would be a welcome step in the right direction.

4.3 Conclusion

A review of the overall coordination structure in the Rohingya refugee response\textsuperscript{236} in Bangladesh was undertaken in late 2018 jointly by UNHCR, IOM, UNDP and ICVA. The review team identified the need for clarification of accountability and leadership in the response, simplification of coordination mechanisms and alignment with government structures, among others, and proposed changes to the coordination structure at the Dhaka and Cox’s Bazar level. The recommendations of the review are yet to be implemented.

Despite the unusual humanitarian coordination structure in the Rohingya refugee response and related systemic constraints, the humanitarian community has been successful in working together to provide life-saving assistance to more than 800,000 Rohingya refugees in a challenging environment with limited resources, including during the COVID-19 pandemic. Given the diversity of actors and agendas in the response, there is much to be achieved by harnessing and complementing capacities. The “whole-of-society approach” or “multi-stakeholder and partnership approach”, is consistent with the concept of “collaboration and complementarity” and is a necessary and fundamental starting point for effective inter-agency and inter-sectoral coordination in the Rohingya refugee response.

\textsuperscript{233} Wake and Bryant, supra n. 174, p.16
\textsuperscript{234} Ibid, pp.17-18
\textsuperscript{235} Ibid, p.19
\textsuperscript{236} Review of the coordination structure of the refugee response in Bangladesh, 8 January 2019, available at https://www.icvanetwork.org/system/files/versions/0801Final_Coordination_Mission%20_Report_Bangladesh.PDF
Chapter 5: Localisation of the Rohingya refugee response

5.1 Introduction
Localisation can be broadly understood as a process ensuring that humanitarian preparedness and response capacity sits with those nearest to the crisis affected-populations as they are best placed to respond quickly and appropriately – and stay longest. However, the concept of ‘local’ is not homogenous and remains a contested idea.

While localisation debates were ongoing for many years, it garnered international attention at the World Humanitarian Summit (2016). It has since triggered a series of initiatives aimed at localisation such as the Grand Bargain \(^{238}\) (localisation workstream seeking to engage and enhance partnerships with local and national partners) and the Global Compact on Refugees (GCR) \(^{239}\) which emphasised the role of ‘multi-stakeholder and partnership approach’ and mentions ‘local actors. Seven dimensions of localisation have been identified - funding, partnerships, capacity, participation, coordination, visibility and policy.\(^{240}\)

Bangladesh has proven expertise of many years in disaster preparedness and response. In recent years, localisation projects such as Shifting the Power \(^{241}\) and Start Fund \(^{242}\) supported by donors such as DFID and ECHO supported local and national actors to improve disaster preparedness and response in Bangladesh. \(^{243}\) A UN study of localisation in Bangladesh’s flood response (2019) \(^{244}\) generated strong evidence of national leadership but limited evidence of adequate funding and technical capacity of national and local civil society partners as well as equitable partnerships between international, national and local actors. Challenges were also noted with regard to local communities influencing policies as well as community participation and decision-making.
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\(^{238}\) IASC, More support and funding tools for local and national responders, available at https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/more-support-and-funding-tools-for-local-and-national-responders


\(^{240}\) Van Brabant and Patel, supra n. 238.

\(^{241}\) The Shifting the Power project aimed to strengthen the capacity of local and national organisations so they can play a leading role in decision making during humanitarian crises. The project supported around 50 local and national NGO partners across five countries including Bangladesh, Ethiopia, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Kenya and Pakistan. The project was implemented between 2014-17 with 11 Bangladeshi NGOs as members and was led by Christian Aid. In addition to building capacity of partner agency staff, community members and youth volunteers, the project also led to the creation of a National Alliance of Humanitarian Actors, Bangladesh (NAHAB).

\(^{242}\) Start Fund Bangladesh (SFB) is a £10m rapid emergency response fund that was created in 2017 collectively managed by NGOs. It is accessible to local, national, and international member non-governmental organisations (NGOs) operating in Bangladesh to respond to humanitarian emergencies. As of December 2020, there are 20 international NGOs and 27 Bangladeshi (national and local) NGOs who are part of the network.


Other research has shown that despite the existence of district level administrative mechanisms with clear responsibilities for each phase of disaster cycles, decision-making on disaster governance remains largely centralised at the national level with limited participation of affected communities. 245

This chapter seeks to explore the nature and scope of localisation debates in the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh and understand why and how it is contested by different actors in the response. It will also attempt to explain and critically analyse the different types of ‘capacity’ contributing towards implementation of the response. Lastly, the key areas of commonality and collaboration between different stakeholders will be identified for building and supporting a localised Rohingya refugee response that is complementary and sustainable.

5.2 Perspectives on localisation

Cox’s Bazar district has received Rohingya refugees since the 1970s but the rapid increase and large-scale presence of Rohingya refugees in Cox’s Bazar since 2017 had a considerable socio-economic and environmental impact,246 particularly in Ukhiya and Teknaf Upazilas (sub-districts) hosting a large majority of the refugees. Understandably, the COVID-19 pandemic and related restrictions exacerbated the needs of both refugee and Bangladeshi communities in the district.247 Since 2017, the humanitarian response in Cox’s Bazar has evolved from addressing the immediate needs of Rohingya communities to also considering the impacts of the humanitarian crisis on the district as a whole.

While the Rohingya refugee response in Cox’s Bazar is situated within the national disaster management framework, it operates on a completely parallel track of governance creating risks and challenges for humanitarian coordination, accountability and localisation.248

Within this governance paradigm, the localisation landscape in the Rohingya refugee response presents conflicted and contested understandings of localisation and how it should be achieved. These different perspectives and interpretations may be broadly categorised as follows:

5.2.1 Actor and location-centred approaches

5.2.1.1 National leadership

One of the key Grand Bargain commitments was to promote and support national and local leadership in humanitarian action. The GCR also calls for government leadership for an effective refugee response. The Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh is led and coordinated by the Government with support of donors and humanitarian partners. At the national level, the National Task Force led by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and comprising 22 Ministries is the key policy-making body in the response and at the Cox’s Bazar level, the RRRC has oversight over the Rohingya refugees in the camps

246 ACAPS-NPM, supra n. 105.
247 As per recent assessments, 93% of Bangladeshi households in Ukhiya and Teknaf reported loss of income/livelihoods during the pandemic with food consumption scores declining from 72 to 43% as compared to 2019. 99% of Bangladeshi households reported adapting emergency/crisis coping strategies, particularly female headed households, small households and households with persons with disabilities. See, ISCG, Joint Multi-Sector Needs Assessment (J-MSNA)- Bangladesh Host Community, July-August 2020, available at https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/www.humanitarianresponse.info/files/documents/files/msna_2020_factsheet_host_communities.pdf
while the district administration coordinates the needs of Bangladeshi communities and ensures law and order. Efforts are ongoing to reinforce the capacity of Government-appointed camp officials by the humanitarian community/ Site Management sector through the Joint Capacity Sharing Initiative (CSI).

The rights of non-citizens are recognised by the Constitution of Bangladesh but the policy framework does not recognise Rohingya as refugees and limits their access to rights, and restricts the scope of humanitarian operations. Despite such strong national leadership, the Rohingya refugee response modalities do not fit well within the government coordinated disaster management structures at the local level with overlapping roles and responsibilities for the RRRC, district administration and the army.

5.2.1.2 NGO actors- Who and where?
Along with the Bangladeshi authorities, local communities, national and local NGOs, UN, INGOs present in the area and the Red Cross and Red Crescent movement, were the first responders to the Rohingya influx of 2017.

By early 2018, more than 120 agencies were engaged in the response. While Bangladeshi NGOs implemented projects, the main players in terms of policy influence and financial resources were the UN agencies, a few INGOs and BRAC, one of the largest NGOs in the world that was started in Bangladesh. Between 2017-2020, the number of Bangladeshi NGOs delivering projects under the JRP had marginally increased but progress has been slow in terms of their inclusion in sector co-leadership roles and overall coordination. Language barriers, use of excessive jargon, the pace of meetings, limited feedback opportunities and lack of coordination capacity constrained participation of local NGOs and CSOs in the existing humanitarian coordination system.

Of note, there is a distinction made within some sections of the NGO community between national and local NGOs. As per a report by COAST Trust (2019):

Local NGOs (LNGOs) refers to the NGOs whose leadership come from a particular local area. For example, the NGOs whose leadership are from Cox’s Bazar or/and the NGOs that started its journey from Cox’s Bazar are LNGOs for Cox’s Bazar. National NGOs (NNGOs) are those that started their journey from any other part of Bangladesh other than Cox’s Bazar, or/and whose leadership are not from Cox’s Bazar.

The self-identification of ‘local NGOs’ in the Rohingya refugee response has been used in the context of relative distribution of power and resources as well as to legitimise the role of some actors in the
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Rohingya refugee response while delegitimising others. There is debate among local NGOs about the ‘local’ nature of agencies as follows: the time period for which an agency has been operational in Cox’s Bazar; the location of its main office; areas of operation and where the staff are from, giving rise to further divisions between ‘local’ and ‘more local’ (district/sub-district level).

Overall, the distinction between international, national and local actors remains contested. The term ‘local’ may constitute a range of actors such as national and local authorities, national and local civil society organisations, and affected communities.

In the Bangladesh context, ‘local’ may sometimes refer to international, national and local agencies who have a long presence in Bangladesh, as is the case of many international NGOs who have been operational in Bangladesh since its independence or over a period of 20 years working on poverty reduction, development, disaster preparedness and response and more recently, with Rohingya refugees. A good example in this regard is the case of BRAC, a large NGO that originated in Bangladesh in 1972 and is now operational in more than 10 countries. Despite its strong international presence, BRAC is considered to be a national Bangladeshi NGO and is represented as such in humanitarian coordination structures, mainly due to its origins and policy-making influence in Bangladesh, perhaps at the cost of excluding smaller Bangladeshi agencies engaged in the response.

Despite concerns raised about the internationalisation of the Rohingya refugee response by localisation advocates in Bangladesh, research shows that the status of NGOs (international, national, local), is not relevant for Rohingya refugees as long as their basic needs are being met.

A localisation discourse focused around ‘national/local versus international actors’ is unlikely to achieve much progress in an overcrowded and competitive aid landscape where many humanitarian actors are trying to access funding from a few sources. Rather, a more pragmatic approach would be to embrace the diversity of Bangladeshi civil society acknowledging their comparative advantages in understanding the context and establishing Government relations and advocate for an equal and partnership-oriented approach that balances quality and inclusion.

5.2.1.3 Affected communities

A lot of the debates around localisation of the Rohingya refugee response are focused on the role and capacity of national and local NGOs/CSOs. Much less attention has been devoted to understanding localisation from the perspective of affected communities at the centre of the humanitarian situation as agents of change. In the context of localisation of the Rohingya refugee response, we must ask what is the purpose of localisation. It must be noted that while local Bangladeshi agencies are local to the
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host communities, they are international to and different from Rohingya refugees from Myanmar despite some cultural and linguistic similarities.\textsuperscript{263}

With reduced humanitarian footprint in the camps during the COVID-19 pandemic, Rohingya refugee volunteers along with their Bangladeshi counterparts were at the frontline supporting lifesaving programmes such as health, water and sanitation, food distribution and COVID-19 awareness. Yet, they were not recognised as legitimate humanitarian actors and noted a lack of trust and open communication with humanitarian actors and did not feel included in decision-making processes that affected their daily lives.\textsuperscript{264}

Restrictions on access to basic rights such as education and livelihoods has increased the burden on Bangladesh to provide care and maintenance, increased insecurity, needs and vulnerabilities, prolonged the cycle of abuse and discrimination and disempowered the Rohingya from building and using important life skills productively that would contribute to self-sufficiency, empowerment, and eventual achievement of durable solutions. The lack of meaningful participation of refugees in key initiatives has eroded trust and posed challenges for programme implementation increasing tensions and instability in the camps. Declining engagement with community-based and community-led initiatives by Bangladeshi authorities and humanitarian actors is a barrier towards promoting a community-based protection approach, a key goal of the JRP.

Within the scope of the humanitarian programmes, there is space for identifying and expanding community representation and leadership by recognising and supporting grassroots initiatives and gradually mainstreaming their participation in formal camp-level and sector coordination mechanisms.

To address the impact of the large-scale presence of Rohingya refugees in the district, there is a need for more in-depth consultations with the host communities living in Ukhiya and Teknaf to gain a stronger understanding of their needs which are distinct from the needs of Rohingya refugees who are living with restricted access to rights and services in camp settings. To ensure optimal use of limited resources, the effectiveness of such short-term interventions in addressing the broader developmental needs of the district must also be duly assessed.

The Grand Bargain and Global Compact on Refugees (GCR) recognise the positive impact that the systematic engagement of community-based organisations can have in supporting humanitarian responses. The current humanitarian framework has to make significant adjustments to its strict vetting processes and partnership standards to ensure the formal inclusion of refugee and host community voices in decision-making processes and redress the imbalances in the relationship between refugees and aid providers.\textsuperscript{265}

\textsuperscript{263} Holloway, supra n. 262.
\textsuperscript{265} Diana Alberghini, Refugee-led Organizations: The Time Is Now, Refugee Law Initiative, 5 August 2020, available at https://rli.blogs.sas.ac.uk/2020/08/05/refugee-led-organizations-the-time-is-now/
5.2.2 Issue-centred approaches

5.2.2.1 Funding and human resources

The current policy environment constrains localisation goals in the Rohingya refugee response. Short-term planning and resource allocations along with the aid restrictions in place, precludes humanitarian agencies from implementing longer-term inclusive social cohesion programmes to build refugee self-reliance and address host community needs.\(^{266}\)

Many UN agencies and international NGOs with longstanding presence in Bangladesh have strong relationships with local partners, including government agencies, and by working together over a period of time, they have strengthened overall national response capacity. Yet, many donors, despite their localisation commitments, continue to channel the bulk of their funds through UN agencies and to a lesser extent, through international NGOs due to their pre-existing institutional protocols and the overall risks associated with the bureaucratic barriers for NGO operations in Bangladesh. A combination of these factors results in local actors becoming sub-contractors of UN agencies or international NGOs in the response, thereby hindering a complementary approach.

In Bangladesh, the JRP was 59.4% funded in 2020, as compared to 75.2% in 2019. As reported by UN OCHA (2020),\(^{267}\) 62.4% of the funding was received by the UN agencies and 30.6% by NGOs (34.7% to international NGOs, 26% to national NGOs, 7.6% to affiliated organisations and no funding to local NGOs). Reporting on funding, however, remains partial or incomplete.

UN and NGO pooled funds combining different donor contributions and providing flexible funding towards emergency response is not yet available for the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh. Exceptionally, Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF) funding was made available in 2020 to 24 NGOs (4 per country/ one-third national NGOs) in six countries, including Bangladesh, to address life-saving health and water and sanitation needs during COVID-19.\(^{268}\) A total of 3 million USD was allocated to 3 Bangladeshi and 2 international NGOs working in the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh.\(^{269}\) The Grand Bargain commitments on localisation were taken into consideration while disbursing these funds, and one additional local NGO was identified to benefit from this emergency funding opportunity. However, questions were raised about the CERF process by localisation advocates like CCNF who argued that local NGOs were excluded from accessing these funds due to the short application deadline and complex application process.\(^{270}\)

Localisation debates in the Rohingya refugee response are also centred around the use of local human resources. The Bangladeshi public sector has experienced human resource shortages as skilled health
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and education workers moved to work for humanitarian agencies creating disruptions in delivery of public services.\textsuperscript{271} Local NGOs have also expressed concerns that staff poaching by UN agencies and international NGOs at higher salaries are affecting their sustainability.\textsuperscript{272} Tensions between host community and international actors have grown over the alleged prioritisation of Rohingya over locals\textsuperscript{273} and the lack of availability of jobs for Cox’s Bazar residents in the Rohingya refugee response.\textsuperscript{274} While significant resources have been allocated by development and humanitarian partners in Cox’s Bazar within and outside the scope of the JRP,\textsuperscript{275} more analysis is needed on the impact of humanitarian sector’s hiring practices on the local job market.

5.2.2.2 Local Capacity

In the absence of a clear definition of ‘local capacity’, it is difficult to measure the capacity of local actors in a humanitarian response. In the Rohingya refugee response too, there has been no systematic and substantive efforts at mapping the different stakeholders and their capacity to respond, creating subjective and conflicting understandings and perspectives among different actors.

Independent UN evaluations of the Rohingya refugee response has acknowledged that Bangladeshi NGOs have strong capacity in responding to natural disasters but do not have comparative advantage in terms of delivering refugee protection.\textsuperscript{276} An important piece of research by Overseas Development Institute\textsuperscript{277} (ODI) explores the diversity of views expressed by local and international actors with regard to ‘capacity’. While international NGOs were seen to have technical expertise, financial resources and capacity to scale up operations, local and national actors were strong in terms of contextual and cultural knowledge, understanding of host community needs and leadership structures of national and local authorities and the ability to navigate them.\textsuperscript{278} Systematic capacity exchange is needed between local and international actors on international humanitarian principles and practices, displacement related vulnerabilities, contextual analysis as well as local ways of working.

Independent UN evaluations\textsuperscript{279} have shown that Bangladeshi NGOs are used to working in collaboration with authorities and find it difficult to engage on protection advocacy which requires a certain degree of independence. Divergent mandates and operational priorities and different approaches on refugee protection may also limit prospects for collective advocacy. Protection and gender mainstreaming efforts across sectors are trying to reconcile these challenges to a limited extent by creating a common understanding of humanitarian principles and operational priorities.\textsuperscript{280} ODI found evidence of international agencies engaging in different levels of capacity strengthening of local partners to make their programmes compliant with international humanitarian standards and processes without simultaneously conducting a capacity assessment of these actors to accurately
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identify their organisational strengths, gaps and needs. This demonstrates the need to establish more equitable partnerships that are ‘as local as possible, as international as necessary’. While progress on localisation is difficult to measure, the JRP 2020 included a few proxy indicators to track advances in localisation such as “Number of national non-governmental organisations active in the Sector (receiving funds, regularly participating in meetings, reporting to 4W)” and “Number of Government and National NGO staff engaged in capacity sharing”

Similarly, as explained in preceding sections, the role and capacity of Rohingya refugees as key stakeholders in the response remains under-explored. The humanitarian community’s engagement with Rohingya CSOs remains limited in the current climate. Rohingya CSOs are not able to register, receive direct funds or distribute aid. Humanitarian agencies conduct many consultations with Rohingya, but refugees are not systematically made aware of how their feedback has informed or reformed humanitarian programming. They are also not able to participate in humanitarian policy and decision-making fora.

5.2.2.3 Promoting a whole-of-society approach: Complementarity of humanitarian action.

The complex humanitarian arena of the Rohingya refugee response in Cox’s Bazar requires a broader understanding of humanitarian capacity and pursuing localisation objectives beyond the binaries of local and international. The needs of affected communities will be effectively addressed within a sustainable policy framework only if diverse capacities are harnessed and optimised.

Complementarity may be defined as an outcome where all capacities at all levels – local, national, regional, international – are harnessed and combined in such a way to support the best humanitarian outcomes for affected communities. The Rohingya refugee response is situated within a restrictive policy environment amidst the interplay of a number of state and non-state stakeholders with different roles and agendas. Whether a whole-of-society approach is effectively implemented in humanitarian action will be measured by the extent to which these actors interact and collaborate with each other.

The Government’s contradictory policy approach towards Rohingya, which on one hand, seeks to shelter and extend humanitarian assistance, while on the other, discourages any planning to secure their access to rights, by pushing for early repatriation, impacts prospects for coordination and complementarity.

Despite valid criticisms from local actors regarding inequitable partnerships with international agencies, it is important to recognise the centrality of partnerships in delivering the Rohingya refugee response. The implementation of the JRP is predicated upon the partnership between UN agencies, international and Bangladeshi NGOs. The Bangladesh experience shows that all actors will need to
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learn to share space and build new partnership models based on a strong understanding of the roles, dynamics and leverage of different stakeholders, in line with GCR commitments.\textsuperscript{286}

Efforts at strengthening a whole-of-society approach is impeded by the lack of trust between humanitarian actors which prevents effective communication and developing a shared vision of localisation in the Rohingya refugee response. The trust-deficit must not only be addressed by pursuing equitable partnership models but by addressing the structural and systemic power imbalances that shape humanitarian action.\textsuperscript{287}

Most importantly, the voices of Rohingya refugees remain on the margins in terms of influencing key decisions affecting their daily lives in the camps as well as future return to Myanmar. Coordination and localisation debates solely focused on strengthening capacity and funding for humanitarian agencies without institutionalising refugee participation and downward accountability will be counterproductive. Amnesty International\textsuperscript{288} has documented that the current restrictions in the camps such as communications restrictions, violence against women, erection of fences, relocation to Bhasan Char, barriers to education, gaps in information on health services and rising tensions with host communities, is a result of the lack of meaningful participation of refugees with regard to policies and decisions directly affecting them.

Taking all this into consideration, a Localisation Roadmap\textsuperscript{289} for the Rohingya refugee response is being formulated by the Centre for Peace and Justice, BRAC University at the request of the UN., following multi-stakeholder consultations at the national and Cox’s Bazar level.

5.3 Conclusion

The complex and contested terrain of localisation in the Rohingya refugee response operates within a tough policy environment and a multi-layered humanitarian coordination structure in Bangladesh. The whole-of-society approach demands engaging with this complexity and navigating this landscape with a nuanced and sensitive understanding of the evolving context-specific challenges and the dynamics between various stakeholders.

Localisation debates, often framed in binary terms of local versus international, fail to capture the diversity and complexity of humanitarian capacity, and have a tendency to pit one kind of actor against another in a contest over resources and legitimacy. Localisation could also be understood as the capacity to understand and respect the local context, navigate local politics and ways of working, engage refugees and host communities themselves in decision-making and coordination structures, and ultimately to meet the actual needs, vulnerabilities, and risks of refugees and host communities.

\textsuperscript{286} Sida \textit{et.al}, supra n. 57, pp. 13-14
\textsuperscript{287} Roepstorff, \textit{supra} n. 258.
As aptly observed in a Humanitarian Policy Group (HPG) report: 290

The context in Bangladesh demonstrates that a successful multi-stakeholder approach is not measured simply by the number of actors involved, but the dynamics between them, modalities for working together, consensus-building and the extent to which various actors work together towards shared goals. In a context dominated by competing interests and perspectives, this has proved challenging.

290 Hargrave et al., supra n. 37, p. 9.
Chapter 6: The Way Forward: Key Recommendations

While it is true that the long-term solution of the Rohingya crisis lies in Myanmar, it must also be acknowledged that safe, dignified and voluntary repatriation of Rohingya refugees to Myanmar is not feasible in the short-term. Therefore, appropriate plans need to be developed to ensure that stateless Rohingya refugees can live a life of dignity and hope in countries of asylum, including Bangladesh, while also preparing them for achieving sustainable solutions in the longer term.

Together with humanitarian partners, the Government of Bangladesh should pursue sustainable plans taking into account the needs of both refugees and host communities and provide more opportunities for affected communities to participate in planning of the response, creating trust and hope and a sense of agency. A dignified and sustainable strategy for the Rohingya refugee response in line with a whole-of-society approach will need stronger cooperation and coordination among stakeholders as follows:

1. **Refugee Protection**


   Current government policy is not fit-for-purpose in light of the large movement of hundreds of thousands of stateless Rohingya refugees in 2017, and the recent military coup in Myanmar. A clear policy framework should be developed for the Rohingya refugee response that is State-owned, and consistent with existing domestic human rights obligations and humanitarian principles, and that:

   - Establishes a clear, transparent and predictable framework of cooperation for the Rohingya refugee response that is designed to include affected communities.
   - Ensures that people in need of protection are not pushed-back at the borders and can access protection and humanitarian assistance.
   - Acknowledges the Rohingya identity and their Myanmar nationality; recognising the fact that the Rohingya are refugees and their experiences of persistent persecution and marginalisation in Myanmar, in line with Bangladesh’s obligations under international law.
b. The Government of Bangladesh should work to improve camp security and build community resilience, on the basis of consultations with affected communities and humanitarian stakeholders.

Security in the camps is best achieved in consultation with affected communities themselves, who are best placed to understand existing risks, with input from all relevant stakeholders who can support the design of appropriate strategies and preserve the civil and humanitarian character of the camps. Security can also be improved by:

- Improving refugees’ access to and participation in formal and protection-sensitive and community-centred informal justice systems through stronger engagement with legal actors.
- Designing formal education and skills training projects benefiting both refugees and host communities, to reduce aid dependence, enhance self-reliance and reduce social tensions. 291
- Prioritising multi-sectoral GBV support and outreach services for Rohingya refugee and host communities.
- Engaging the support of camp authorities (CiCs/ACiCs, Bangladeshi Army, ApBN) in recognising protection needs, vulnerabilities, and risks; making effective referrals; and managing data ethically and securely as part of the Joint Capacity Sharing Initiative led by the Site Management sector.
- Lifting restrictions on Rohingya volunteer and cash-based programmes in the camps, acknowledging their role as legitimate humanitarian actors and helping them use existing skills and build new skills to foster productivity and a sense of hope and agency.
- Ensuring continued telecommunications access in accordance with the Government’s ‘Digital Bangladesh’ Vision to ensure efficient and effective information dissemination by the government and humanitarian actors, particularly in a pandemic setting, help maintain family and social/community networks, and counter misinformation, vulnerability to manipulation, and insecurity in and around the camps.
- Preserving protection related services for those most at risk, even amidst COVID-19 restrictions.

c. The Government of Bangladesh should ensure an efficient, effective and predictable humanitarian response.

The humanitarian community is supporting the Government of Bangladesh in delivering the Rohingya refugee response. Predictable administrative arrangements and unrestricted humanitarian access are critical for meeting the most urgent needs of refugees and host communities. Humanitarian partners face significant operational challenges within the existing system, resulting in delays, loss of resources and negative impacts on the well-being of affected communities. The current framework can be strengthened as follows:

- Ensuring regular dialogue between the government and all relevant actors through clear and established channels to build mutual trust and understanding.

291 IRC, supra n. 180.
Providing clear, written guidelines for humanitarian operations, streamlining, clarifying and expediting project approval procedures, reducing paperwork, and ensuring transparency and consistency in processes.

Extending FD-7 approvals for at least 1-year consistent with the JRP timeframe, and in some cases multi-year implementation should be possible where appropriate.

Expediting issuance of visas and work permits for international humanitarian staff in line with approved projects in order to ensure timely and high-quality service delivery to affected communities.

Ensuring regular dialogue between the government and all relevant actors to build mutual trust and understanding.

d. Donors and the humanitarian community (including all international, national, and local stakeholders) alongside affected communities, should prioritise consensus-building, taking a differentiated but harmonised approach to advocacy aimed at strengthening refugee protection.

Such an approach should build upon unified advocacy positions292 on key areas of common interest and concern and utilise the complementary roles and capacities of each stakeholder (connections, access, experience navigating existing bureaucracies, languages, technical capacities, resources, etc.) to achieve greater advocacy impact. The humanitarian community should also strengthen its engagement with human rights actors and human rights mechanisms and Bangladeshi civil society (academics, researchers, think tanks, media etc).

e. The humanitarian community (including all international, national, and local stakeholders) alongside affected communities, should consider establishing a Humanitarian Access Working Group.

The working group could be established under ISCG leadership and provide a safe platform to discuss and analyse access constraints and propose strategic solutions. Simple and user-friendly tracking tools in English, Bangla, and Rohingya languages should be developed to ensure secure and confidential data sharing, reporting, analysis and tracking of access challenges.
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292 International and Bangladesh NGOs can play a leading role in establishing strong collective evidence-based advocacy positions on specific issues based on their expertise and areas of influence and building on their field presence, contextual understanding and access to data and information. For example, international protection agencies can guide joint advocacy on key refugee protection issues while local agencies with strong understanding and networks with camp-based authorities, police, security agencies and district officials may help shape the humanitarian access advocacy agenda to address aid restrictions and bureaucratic barriers for all NGOs working in the response.
f. The humanitarian community should connect regionally and internationally to inform and strengthen efforts at securing responsibility-sharing and better protection outcomes (including possible solutions) for stateless Rohingya refugees displaced throughout the region and globe.

This should include pro-actively and systematically engaging existing processes (the Bali Process, ASEAN, the Global Refugee Forum) to set the agenda, guide discussions and influence outcomes.

g. The Strategic Executive Group and Inter-Sector Coordination Group should commission an independent and consultative evaluation of the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh.

Previous independent evaluations of the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh conducted in 2018 provided valuable insights into the role of different agencies serving in the response and made important recommendations to inform the response going forward. Many of the findings remain valid even today. However, these evaluations did not assess and review the inter-sectoral and collective humanitarian action in the Rohingya refugee response in Bangladesh. Given that the context has significantly evolved with a few improvements and many emerging gaps and challenges, there is a demonstrated need for an independent and consultative evaluation of the overall response. Such an evaluation should assess the extent to which the response is able to meet protection and assistance needs of refugees, highlight lessons learnt, identify good practices and propose strategic and operational recommendations that promote stronger complementarity among stakeholders.

2. Humanitarian Coordination

a. The Strategic Executive Group and Inter-Sector Coordination Group should facilitate a comprehensive review exercise to address complexity and gaps in humanitarian coordination.

The review should be inclusive and involve consultation with all relevant stakeholders, including in particular diverse voices within the Rohingya refugee community. It should consider all existing networks and coordination structures, address perceptions of inclusion and exclusion of specific actors, identify existing gaps and overlaps, and conflict or lack of clarity among stakeholders. The review should:

- Seek to address and build on recommendations made by previous evaluations and review processes.
- Include a broad-based mapping and stakeholder analysis (UN agencies, international/national/local NGOs, NGO networks, local authorities, groups among the
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host and Rohingya communities) to gain a better understanding of their individual roles and capacities, assess exclusion/inclusion of actors from intersectional perspectives and identify gaps and overlaps, in order to build more effective and efficient structures.

➢ Consolidate a shared “referrals guide” to enhance common understanding of complementary roles and capacities in the Rohingya refugee response and build trust between diverse humanitarian stakeholders.

b. The humanitarian community should establish clear and consistent standards for information exchange both for Government counterparts and humanitarian staff.

The humanitarian community, led by SEG/ISCG, should agree on a common data sharing framework agreement with the Government of Bangladesh in line with humanitarian principles international humanitarian standards and domestic laws/policies, to establish clear and consistent standards for information exchange both for Government counterparts and humanitarian staff.

3. Localisation of the Rohingya Refugee Response

a. Donors should rethink and revise their practices by harmonising and simplifying partnership arrangements to promote complementarity in humanitarian action.

Donors have the responsibility to ensure that smaller national organisations and refugee-led organisations are able to access funding, in line with the Grand Bargain commitments, without compromising on quality and accountability standards. The donor community in Bangladesh should recognise the risks of divisions in the sector due to the complex and unequal power dynamics between humanitarian stakeholders and use their power and influence in the Rohingya refugee response by:

➢ Ensuring that humanitarian partnership arrangements are equal, constructive and transparent and recognise the diversity and inter-dependence of humanitarian partners, through early consultations, improved information sharing, inclusive coordination mechanisms and financial transparency.

➢ Simplifying procedures and harmonising donor practices, increasing funding and support for multi-year investment in local protection capacity, and considering diversified funding streams such as country-based pool funds, direct funding, consortium support, etc., in line with the Grand Bargain commitments.

➢ Ensuring transparent and systematic tracking of funding as one piece of critical evidence to measure progress in aid localisation.
b. The Strategic Executive Group and Inter-Sector Coordination Group should lead the development of a shared localisation strategy.

The Strategic Executive Group and Inter-Sector Coordination Group should aim at achieving solidarity among diverse stakeholders and improving protection outcomes for affected communities with enhanced and accountable local participation and leadership through an inclusive localisation strategy, building on the Localisation Roadmap that has been developed. At the level of humanitarian coordination, it should translate into the inclusion of diverse humanitarian stakeholders, including affected communities and international, national, and local humanitarian actors, by mainstreaming their participation in sectors and other decision-making bodies. To address language barriers, investments should be made in consistent, quality and ethical translation and interpretation support in Bangla and Rohingya languages.

c. The NGO community (including all international, national, and local agencies), should prioritise complementary and coordinated NGO action to achieve the best humanitarian outcomes for affected communities.

The starting point for localisation in the Rohingya refugee response is understanding the needs of stateless Rohingya refugees and host communities, and then, developing local protection capacity to meet those needs. Capacity cannot be understood outside of context, and it requires specific knowledge, experience, relationships, ways of working, and social and cultural understanding, in addition to technical expertise. In the context of the Rohingya refugee response, the NGO community should reflect and take steps to collaborate and coordinate in order to effectively and sustainably deliver humanitarian support by:

- Collectively contribute to a broad-based mapping and stakeholder analysis and development of a shared referrals guide, led by SEG/ISCG, to build trust and enhance common understanding of complementary capacities in the response. (See Recommendation 1 on Humanitarian Coordination).
- Promoting NGO leadership and engagement in the Rohingya refugee response by strengthening existing NGO coordination mechanism/s by building closer linkages between international, national and local NGO networks, aimed at promoting the humanitarian agenda over individual or organisational interests.
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294 Humanitarian twinning programmes currently in place in other humanitarian settings like Afghanistan and Somalia along with consortium approaches, aimed at increasing the participation of national actors in the response and build their capacity to access more funding and enhance capacity-sharing between international and national NGOs, can also be applied in the Rohingya response to nurture an inclusive and complementary response. See, ACBAR, Humanitarian Twinning Program, available at [http://www.acbar.org/page/7.jsp?title=Humanitarian-Twinning-Program]; and Somalia NGO Consortium, Twinning Program, available at [http://www.somaliangoconsortium.org/services/twinning-program/].
4. **Cross-Cutting Issue: Engagement with Affected Communities**

a. **The Government of Bangladesh and the humanitarian community should centralise Rohingya representation in humanitarian decision-making.**

The Rohingya have lived for many years in Myanmar and Bangladesh under difficult conditions and without access to basic rights and services. Over the years, they have developed strong community networks and innovative coping strategies and capacities to address their problems. Community-centred approaches to humanitarian programming and decision-making will lead to inclusive and positive humanitarian outcomes based on trust, respect and dignity. The Government of Bangladesh with the involvement of the humanitarian community should support community self-representation and leadership by:

- Advocating for an inclusive legal and operational space that will help elevate Rohingya voices by encouraging and supporting formal and informal Rohingya civil society initiatives and systematically help build leadership and representative structures in the community.
- Fostering meaningful participation of Rohingya and host community representatives (from among elected representatives, teachers, community mobilisers, faith-based leaders etc) in key sector humanitarian coordination and humanitarian decision-making fora, including through greater access to digital communication tools.
- Creating a safe space for Rohingya refugee volunteers, by putting in place community-based safeguarding measures such as community policing, safety audits, strong reporting and referrals mechanisms and sensitivity trainings for the community, camp authorities and security actors.
- Establishing community-based representative structures in the form of camp and block level committees replacing the existing majhi system, across all the camps, in collaboration with RRRC and CiCs.

b. **The Government of Bangladesh and the humanitarian community should promote social cohesion through host community engagement.**

The socio-economic and environmental challenges faced by local populations of Cox’s Bazar, one of the most underdeveloped and disaster-prone districts of Bangladesh, have been compounded by the presence of more than 800,000 Rohingya refugees. The lack of a clear longer-term framework for the Rohingya refugee response has created uncertainty for both refugee and host communities, resulting in tensions. The Government of Bangladesh with the involvement of the humanitarian community must continue to support host communities in addressing gaps in access to basic needs and services, determined through a consultative process by:

- Conducting structured consultations with diverse voices in the host community to assess their needs, vulnerabilities, and risks; their perceptions; and challenges and opportunities for positive interaction between Rohingya and local communities continuing impact of the
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presence of more than 800,000 Rohingya refugees in the district as well as develop a better understanding of their needs and priorities.

- Providing accurate information on a regular basis to the local community to build awareness on the host community initiatives implemented by the humanitarian community in Cox’s Bazar and assess its impacts.
- Facilitating direct engagement between host communities and Rohingya refugees, including through the use of digital communications tools, where possible, to identify common concerns and resolve disputes in an amicable manner, with the support of Bangladeshi authorities and humanitarian actors.

5. Specific issues

5.1 Relocation to Bhasan Char

a. The Government of Bangladesh should constructively engage with Rohingya refugees and humanitarian community to address legitimate concerns regarding the relocations to Bhasan Char.

Some 18,000 Rohingya refugees have been relocated to Bhasan Char, amidst concerns expressed by humanitarian and human rights groups. A group of 306 Rohingya refugees who have been on the island since being rescued at sea in May 2020, are yet to be permitted to return to their families in the Cox’s Bazar camps, despite repeated requests.

Along with the Bangladeshi authorities, many humanitarian partners are already operational on the island providing basic services. UN teams and donor missions have concluded initial visits to the island, shared their recommendations and offered to discuss the possibility of future operations with the Government of Bangladesh. Despite these developments, concerns continue to be expressed by refugees, humanitarian agencies and human rights groups regarding the adequacy of the protection environment, voluntariness of relocations, accessibility of emergency medical care and justice mechanisms, and the general conditions on the island. The Government of Bangladesh should:

- Facilitate the return and family reunion of 306 Rohingya refugees being held in Bhasan Char since May 2020 to Cox’s Bazar camps.
- Allow the UN to conduct independent, detailed technical assessments of the habitability of the island, physical safety/protection environment and feasibility of humanitarian operations to ensure the well-being of Rohingya refugees on the island and facilitate future humanitarian engagement and support.
b. The humanitarian community should advocate for voluntariness of all future relocations and availability of basic rights and services for refugees in Bhasan Char.

Under the leadership of the Strategic Executive Group, the humanitarian community, including donors, should remain constructively engaged with the Government of Bangladesh to discuss the parameters of humanitarian involvement in Bhasan Char. In addition to advocating for the above-mentioned outcomes (Recommendation 1 under Relocation to Bhasan Char), the humanitarian community should:

- Support the Government of Bangladesh in ensuring voluntariness of future relocations to Bhasan Char, through consultations with refugees and the humanitarian community, provision of accurate and verifiable information delivered through trusted channels, counselling on protection risks and communication/other restrictions if any, and enabling informed consent of refugees prior to proposed relocation.
- Conduct a mapping of available rights and services available on the island, including identifying gaps and risks.

5.2 Situation in Myanmar

a. The Government of Bangladesh should continue its efforts at pursuing justice and accountability in Myanmar.

Bangladesh has displayed strong leadership in championing international efforts at securing justice for Rohingya victims of mass atrocities in Myanmar. In partnership with humanitarian, human rights and diplomatic actors, the Government of Bangladesh should continue to support justice and accountability through the ICJ and the ICC, join efforts by regional actors and international bodies to disrupt cycles of violence and forced displacement, ensure access to safety for those fleeing persecution, prevent instances of refoulement through the implementation of push back policies and ensure meaningful participation of the Rohingya community at all stages.

b. The humanitarian community should continue its strong advocacy on safe, dignified and voluntary returns of Rohingya refugees to Myanmar in line with international standards.

Following the recent military coup in Myanmar, the situation of Rohingya in Rakhine State has further deteriorated with increasing violence and restrictions on access to rights and services. The prospects for Rohingya refugee repatriation are uncertain at this time. Yet, many countries of asylum continue to adopt policies and practices that routinely push back Rohingya refugees and/or focus on their speedy repatriation and exclude them from humanitarian assistance and protection. The humanitarian community should:

- Respect and advocate for the human rights of stateless Rohingya refugees to be upheld in Myanmar and all countries of asylum, including Bangladesh. violations.
- Respond to calls for swift repatriation of Rohingya refugees by advocating for safe, dignified and voluntary returns only when conditions are conducive, in line with international standards and in accordance with Rohingya refugees’ wishes.
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